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“Start every week with a break-neck urgent design
And end every speed day with my briefcase representing free time
Spending my fruit as my purchases become my lifeline
Please give my love to my family
I’ll doubtfully be home at christmas time
Don’t disturb me in this state
Please leave me purgatorying
I’ll be damned if I’m to wake
This is far more than I am equipped for.”
AlanisMorissette – Purgatorying
F 6 f
To Bennett
F 6 f
“Flowers are more beautiful than they are thirty-eight.”
Oren Lavie – The BearWhoWasn’t There
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Robuste Signalverarbeitung
in verteilten Sensornetzen
Kurzfassung
StatistischeRobustheit und kollaborative Inferenz in einemverteilten Sensornetz sind zwei
anspruchsvolle Herausforderungen, die an viele moderne Signalverarbeitungsanwendungen
gestellt werden. Diese Dissertation hat zum Ziel, gemeinsame Lösungen für diese Aufgaben
zu entwickeln und generische Algorithmen bereitzustellen, die auf eine Vielzahl von Proble-
men aus der Praxis anwendbar sind.
Der erste Teil der Arbeit befasst sich mit der sequentiellen Detektion – einem Teilgebiet
der Detektionstheorie, das sich auf die Entscheidungsfindung basierend auf einer möglichst
geringen Anzahl von Messwerten konzentriert. Nach der Betrachtung einiger grundlegen-
der Konzepte des statistischen Hypothesentests wird eine allgemeine Formulierung des se-
quentiellen Konsens+Innovationen Likelihood-Quotienten-Tests (Consensus+Innovations
Sequential Probability Ratio Tests) zum sequentiellen Testen binärer Hypothesen in verteil-
ten Netzen hergeleitet. In einem nächsten Schritt werden mehrere robuste Versionen des
Algorithmus’ entwickelt, die auf zwei verschiedenen Robustheitsparadigmen basieren. Die
Funktionalität der vorgestellten Detektoren wird in Simulationen verifiziert und ihre Leis-
tung wird unter verschiedenen Netzwerkbedingungen sowie Ausreißerkonzentrationen un-
tersucht. Anschließendwird das Konzept aufmehrereHypothesen ausgedehnt, indem esmit
dem sequentiellenMatrix-Likelihood-Quotienten-Test (Matrix Sequential Probability Ratio
Test) fusioniert wird. Ferner werden robuste Versionen des resultierenden Algorithmus’ ent-
wickelt. Die Leistungsfähigkeit der vorgeschlagenen Algorithmen wird in Simulationen ve-
rifiziert und evaluiert. Schließlich wird die Dempster-Shafer Evidenztheorie erstmals in der
Literatur auf verteilte sequentielle Hypothesentests angewendet. Nach der Vorstellung einer
neuartigenMethode für dieZuweisung vonWahrscheinlichkeitsmassen (Basic ProbabilityAs-
signment) wird ein evidenzbasierter sequentieller Detektor für den Einsatz in verteilten Sen-
sornetzen entwickelt und seine Leistungsfähigkeit in Simulationen verifiziert.
Der zweite Teil der Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit der Mehrziel-Verfolgung in verteil-
ten Sensornetzen. Das Problem der Datenzuordnung wird diskutiert und die betrachteten
Zustandsraum- und Messmodelle werden eingeführt. Als Nächstes werden das Konzept der
zufälligen endlichenMengen sowiedieWahrscheinlichkeitshypothesendichte-Filterung (Prob-
ability Hypothesis Density Filtering) beleuchtet. Anschließend wird eine neuartige verteilte
Partikel-Filter Implementierung desWahrscheinlichkeitshypothesendichte-Filters entwickelt,
die auf einem zweistufigen Kommunikationsschema basiert. Es wird sowohl eine robuste als
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auch eine zentralisierte Version desAlgorithmus’ hergeleitet. Darüber hinauswerdenRechen-
komplexität undKommunikationslast des verteilten sowie des zentralenVerfolgungsalgorith-
mus’ analysiert. Schließlich werden Simulationen durchgeführt, in denen die vorgeschlage-
nenMethodenmit einem existierenden verteiltenVerfolgungsalgorithmus verglichenwerden.
Zu diesem Zweck wird eine verteilte Version der A-posteriori-Cramér-Rao-Schranke (Poste-
rior Cramér-Rao Lower Bound) entwickelt, die als Leistungsgrenze dient. Die Ergebnisse
zeigen, dass die vorgestellten Algorithmen unter verschiedenenUmgebungsbedingungen gut
funktionieren und die Konkurrenz übertreffen.
viii
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Robust Signal Processing in
Distributed Sensor Networks
Abstract
Statistical robustness and collaborative inference in a distributed sensor network are two
challenging requirements posed on many modern signal processing applications. This disser-
tation aims at solving these tasks jointly by providing generic algorithms that are applicable to
a wide variety of real-world problems.
The first part of the thesis is concerned with sequential detection—a branch of detection
theory that is focused on decision-making based on as fewmeasurements as possible. After re-
viewing some fundamental concepts of statistical hypothesis testing, a general formulation of
the Consensus+Innovations Sequential Probability Ratio Test for sequential binary hypoth-
esis testing in distributed networks is derived. In a next step, multiple robust versions of the
algorithm based on two different robustification paradigms are developed. The functional-
ity of the proposed detectors is verified in simulations, and their performance is examined
under different network conditions and outlier concentrations. Subsequently, the concept
is extended to multiple hypotheses by fusing it with the Matrix Sequential Probability Ratio
Test, and robust versions of the resulting algorithm are developed. The performance of the
proposed algorithms is verified and evaluated in simulations. Finally, the Dempster-Shafer
Theory of Evidence is applied to distributed sequential hypothesis testing for the first time
in the literature. After introducing a novel way of performing the basic probability assign-
ment, an evidence-based sequential detector for application in distributed sensor networks is
developed and its performance is verified in simulations.
The second part of the thesis deals with multi-target tracking in distributed sensor net-
works. The problem of data association is discussed and the considered state-space and mea-
surement models are introduced. Next, the concept of random finite sets as well as Probabili-
ty Hypothesis Density filtering are reviewed. Subsequently, a novel distributed Particle Filter
implementation of the Probability Hypothesis Density Filter is developed, which is based on
a two-step communication scheme. A robust as well as a centralized version of the algorithm
are derived. Furthermore, the computational complexity and communication load of the dis-
tributed as well as the centralized trackers are analyzed. Finally, simulations are performed
to compare the proposed algorithms with an existing distributed tracker. To this end, a dis-
tributed version of the Posterior Cramér-Rao Lower Bound is developed, which serves as a
performance bound. The results show that the proposed algorithms perform well under dif-
ferent environmental conditions and outperform the competition.
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1
Introduction
An increasingnumberofmodern signal processing applications have to prevail
under two fundamental circumstances: On the one hand, non-Gaussian disturbances such as
impulsive noise call for robust solutions that accomplish the balancing act between optimality
under nominal conditions and reliability in the face of distributional uncertainties [Huber,
1964; Huber, 1965; Huber& Strassen, 1973; Huber, 1981; Levy, 2008; Zoubir et al., 2012; Gül
& Zoubir, 2017a; Zoubir et al., 2018]. On the other hand, the growing tendency to network
ever more capable sensors and devices demands fully distributed architectures that do away
with error-prone and communication-intensive central processing units [Cattivelli& Sayed,
2011; Tu & Sayed, 2011; Sayed, 2013; Balthasar et al., 2014; Leonard & Zoubir, 2019; Matta
et al., 2016]. The dissertation at hand is focused on jointly solving these problems for a wide
variety of real-world applications—whether it be air and ground traffic control, climate or
health monitoring, smart homes and cities, or video surveillance [Tartakovsky et al., 2014].
To this end, generic algorithms are derived that can be easily deployed in distributed network
architectures. Furthermore, a balance is struck between approximating the performance of
centralized solutions and providing resilience in the face of unknown disturbances, all the
while accounting for resource constraints at the individual network agents.
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I n t roduct i on
The aforementioned real-world applications and many others are based on two consecu-
tive steps that are elementary to statistical signal processing: the detection of a phenomenon,
and the subsequent estimation—andpossibly tracking—of relevant parameters. While, in the
first step, it is imperative to register new phenomena and parameter shifts instantly, step two
requires continuous, accurate estimates and predictions of the parameters of interest. A sepa-
rate part is dedicated to each of these two steps.
1 . 1 S equential Detect ion
The first part of the thesis is concerned with a particular branch of detection theory: sequen-
tial detection [Wald, 1945; Wald, 1947; Novikov, 2009a; Novikov, 2009b; Tartakovsky et al.,
2014; Fauß& Zoubir, 2015; Fauß, 2016]. While originally introduced in the 1940s by Wald,
sequential hypothesis testing has been gaining traction recently as a growing number of ap-
plications require accurate decision-making in a timely manner. The objective is to make a
reliable decision for one out of two or more hypotheses based on as fewmeasurements as pos-
sible, which can reduce the testing time by up to 50% on average. To this end, a test statistic
is continually updated as new samples are taken, and the threshold comparisons are repeated
until the gathered information warrants an accurate decision with respect to a specified confi-
dence measure.
Robustness, sequentiality, and a distributed network architecture are challenging, partially
contradictory requirements to pose on a statistical hypothesis test. While combinations of
either two of them—i.e., distributed sequential detection [Teneketzis& Ho, 1987; Blum et
al., 1997; Sahu& Kar, 2014; Sahu& Kar, 2016; Liu& Mei, 2017; Li& Wang, 2018], robust
sequential detection [DeGroot, 1960; Schmitz, 1987; Fauß & Zoubir, 2016; Gül & Zoubir,
2017a], and robust hypothesis testing in distributed sensor networks [Veeravalli et al., 1994;
Blum et al., 1997; Gül, 2017; Gül& Zoubir, 2017b; Al-Sayed et al., 2017]—have received con-
siderable attention in recent years, their complete union has not been treated in the literature,
yet.
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1 . 2 Locat ion Est imation & Tracking
The second part of the thesis considers the problem of estimating and tracking the location
of multiple targets at once with the help of a distributed sensor network. This task is becom-
ing increasingly relevant in many military and civilian applications including air and ground
traffic control, harbor surveillance, maritime traffic control, and video communication and
surveillance [Challa et al., 2011; Maresca et al., 2014; Rambach et al., 2015].
A distributed network architecture offers several properties that make it desirable for track-
ing applications in general [Olfati-Saber et al., 2007]. The state-of-the-art of distributed single-
target tracking is well summarized in [Hlinka et al., 2013]. Distributed versions of theKalman
Filter [Hlinka et al., 2013; Cattivelli et al., 2008] and the Particle Filter [Arulampalam et al.,
2002] suffer from the problem of data association and cannnot be applied directly to multi-
target tracking. Methods like the Joint Probabilistic Data Association Filter [Bar-Shalom et
al., 2011] or the Multiple Hypothesis Tracker [Reid, 1979] address this problem in the single-
target case but the resource constraints arising in sensor networks pose a challenge on the
development of distributed implementations thereof [Oh et al., 2007].
The algorithms considered in the dissertation at hand are based on the concept of Probabi-
lity Hypothesis Density (PHD) filtering [Mahler, 2003; Clark, 2006], which circumvents the
data association issue by modeling the tracking problem with the help of random finite sets.
Furthermore, the focus is on sensornetworkswithmaximumarea coverage andneighborhood
communication. Other solutions based on the PHD Filter have been studied, e.g., in [Uney
et al., 2010; Uney et al., 2013; Battistelli et al., 2013]. Contrary to the methods presented in
this work, these approaches either assume overlapping fields of view or employ a pairwise
communication scheme. The common idea, however, is to extend the single-sensor PHD
Filter to themulti-sensor case through communication betweenmultiple nodes, or nodes and
a fusion center.
1 . 3 Overv iew & Contribut ions
The dissertation is divided into two parts. Before diving into each of them, Chapter 2 gives
an overview of the fundamental concepts used throughout the thesis—statistical robustness
and distributed sensor networks.
3
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Part I : Sequential Detection
The first part investigates robust sequential hypothesis testing in distributed sensor networks
with the goal of obtaining a networkwide decision on the considered phenomenon. In Chap-
ter 3, the basics of fixed-sample-size hypothesis testing, sequential hypothesis testing, and least
favorable densities (LFDs) are reviewed.
Chapter 4 is concerned with sequential binary hypothesis tests in distributed sensor net-
works. Here, a general formulation of the Consensus+Innovations Sequential Probability
Ratio Test (CISPRT)—originally introduced in [Sahu & Kar, 2014; Sahu & Kar, 2016]—
is derived, which is not only applicable to arbitrary binary hypothesis tests but also suitable
for real-world distributed detection problems. Furthermore, multiple robust versions of the
CISPRT are developed based on two different robustification paradigms, namely, LFDs and
robust estimators. Finally, the proposed algorithms are evaluated in simulated shift-in-mean
and shift-in-variance tests.
The problem of sequentially testingmultiple hypotheses in a distributed network architec-
ture is the topic ofChapter 5. First, theMatrix Sequential ProbabilityRatioTest (MSPRT) for
testingmultiple hypotheses in a centralized setup is reviewed. Afterwards, the Consensus+In-
novations Matrix Sequential Probability Ratio Test (CIMSPRT) is proposed as a fusion of
the CISPRT and the MSPRT. Furthermore, it is shown how the expected runlength of the
algorithm can be accurately approximated. In a next step, robust versions of the CISPRT
are developed based on LFDs and robust estimators. The performance of the proposed algo-
rithms is verified and evaluated in the simulation section.
Chapter 6 considers the alternative paradigm of evidence-based hypothesis testing in a se-
quential and distributed manner. After formulating the problem, an overview of the Demp-
ster-Shafer Theory of Evidence (DST) is given. Subsequently, a distributed sequential detec-
tor based on this theory is proposed, which uses a novel approach for performing the basic
probability assignment (BPA). Furthermore, methods for robustifying the algorithm against
outliers are presented. The performance of the proposed methods is validated and evaluated
through simulations.
Chapter 7 draws conclusions and provides an outlook into possible future research direc-
tions.
4
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Part II : Location Estimation & Tracking
The second part of this work is concerned with the estimation and subsequent tracking of
location parameters in the example of distributed multi-target tracking.
Chapter 8 provides an introduction into the problem of multi-target tracking. First, the
data association issue is discussed. Subsequently, the considered state-space andmeasurement
models are introduced and a review of the theory behind random finite sets is given. Finally,
an overview of the PHD and the PHD Filter is provided.
In Chapter 9, a novel distributed multi-tracking algorithm based on Particle PHD filter-
ing—the Diffusion Particle PHD Filter (D-PPHDF)—is proposed and its computational
complexity as well as its communication load are analyzed. Furthermore, a method for ro-
bustifying the D-PPHDF based on robust estimators is introduced and two robust variants
are developed.
A centralized version of the D-PPHDF tracker—theMulti-Sensor Particle ProbabilityHy-
pothesis Density Filter (MS-PPHDF)—is developed in Chapter 10. Again, an analysis of its
computational complexity and communication load is performed.
Chapter 11 is dedicated to the performance evaluation of the proposed tracking algorithms.
Simulations are run to compare them to an existing distributed tracker in different Gaussian
and non-Gaussian environments. Furthermore, a distributed version of the Posterior Cramér-
Rao Lower Bound (PCRLB) is derived that serves as a performance benchmark.
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2
Fundamentals
The two overarching themes of this work are statistical robustness and distributed
sensor networks. The purpose of this chapter is to give a brief overview of both of these topics
and introduce important notions and concepts needed in the two major parts of the thesis.
2 . 1 Stat i st ical Robustness
Statistical robustness is an area of statistics that deals with deviations from distributional as-
sumptions. While the assumption of a Gaussian noise environment simplifies the derivation
of optimal detectors and estimators, this premise is violated inmany practical applications. In
this case, even slight deviations from the assumptions—e.g., in the form of outlying measure-
ments—are enough to cause a performance degradation or even the breakdown of a nomi-
nally optimal algorithm. The aim of robust signal processing is to account for distributional
uncertainties by developing algorithms that exhibit a close-to-optimal performance while tol-
erating a certain degree of deviation from the assumptions made. Further details on statistical
robustness can be found in [Zoubir et al., 2012; Zoubir et al., 2018] and the references therein.
In the sequel, first, the outlier model used throughout the thesis is introduced. Second,
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three robust estimators of location are presented. These estimators are used in the design of
robust detection and tracking algorithms in Part I and Part II, respectively.
2 . 1 . 1 "-contaminated Noise
A popular way to model measurement outliers is "-contamination. Here, a fraction of the
measurement set is assumed to be drawn from a contamination distributionH such that
P = (1  ")P  + "H;
where 0  " < 0:5 is the contamination factor and P  denotes the nominal distribution.
The corresponding probability density function (PDF) reads as
p = (1  ")p + "h:
In this work, the nominal distribution is considered to beGaussian withmean and variance
2, i.e.,
P  = N (; 2):
Furthermore, the focus is on Gaussian contamination distributions with the same mean but
a -times higher variance, i.e.,
H = N (; 2):
2 . 1 . 2 The Sample Median
The sample mean calculates the arithmetic average of a data setM = fx1; x2; : : :g according
to
x^mean =
1
jMj
jMjX
i=1
xi:
Hence, a single outlier is enough to cause a significant deviation from the expected value of the
uncontaminated data set [Zoubir et al., 2012]. The sample mean is, therefore, a non-robust
8
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location estimator.
A simple alternative to the sample mean is the sample median, which returns the middle
value of the sorted data set. Therefore, it can handle up to 50% outliers before breaking down.
With x denoting the ordered vector of observations, the sample median reads as
x^median =
8><>:
x

jMj+1
2

; jMj odd;
1
2

x

jMj
2

+ x

jMj
2
+ 1

; jMj even:
(2.1)
2 . 1 . 3 The M-estimator
M-estimators are an important class of robust estimators [Huber, 1981; Zoubir et al., 2012;
Zoubir et al., 2018]. Intuitively speaking,M-estimators of location provide aweighted average
of the input data with weights given by
W (x) =
8<:
 (x)
x
; x 6= 0;
 0(0); x = 0;
where  (x) is a score function and  0(x) its first derivative. The purpose of the score func-
tion is to downweight the influence of outliers while weighting the meaningful data close to
one. Hence, an appropriate choice of  (x) is key in designing a robust estimator with high
efficiency in the nominal case. While there is a variety of viable score functions*, this work
focuses on Huber’s score function, which is defined as
 Hub(x) =
8<:x; jxj  cHub;cHubsign(x); jxj > cHub;
for some positive constant cHub.
*As a matter of fact, the sample median and the sample myriad can both be formulated as M-estimators by
choosing appropriate score functions.
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TheM-estimate of the input data is obtained by recursively calculating
wi(k) = W

xi   x^M(k)
^(x)

;
x^M(k + 1) =
PjMj
i=1 wi(k)xiPjMj
i=1 wi(k)
;
until jx^
M(k+1) x^M(k)j
^(x)
<  for a small, positive constant . The algorithm is initialized by
setting x^M(0) = x^median and estimating the scale using the normalized median standard
deviation according to
^mad(x) = 1:483 median
 jx  x^medianj ;
where the median is calculated as in (2.1).
2 . 1 .4 The Sample Myriad
The samplemyriad is a type ofM-estimator derived fromoptimality criteria in theCauchy dis-
tribution. Compared to theGaussian distribution, the Cauchy distribution hasmuch heavier
tails. Hence, when sampling from this distribution, the probability of drawing very large val-
ues is non-negligible—i.e., outliers can occur.
The sample myriad of orderm reads as
x^myriad = argmin
x
jMjY
i=1

m2 + (xi   x)2

;
wherem is a freely tunable parameter commonly set tom = ^mad(x). Further details about
this type of M-estimator can be found in [Gonzalez& Arce, 1996; Gonzalez& Arce, 2002].
2 . 2 Distr ibuted Sensor Networks
Anetwork of multiple agents or nodes can be categorized into one of three architectures: cen-
tralized, decentralized, or distributed [Akyildiz et al., 2002; Karl & Willig, 2007]. In a cen-
tralized sensor network there is a central processing unit called fusion center, which typically
10
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collects the raw data observed at the individual agents to perform the signal processing task
at hand. Ultimately, the final result is broadcast back to the agents. In such a network the
agents either communicate directly with the fusion center or the data is relayed via neighbor-
ing agents. Networks of this kind suffer from the fact that the fusion center poses a single
point of failure.
Decentralized sensor networks (see, e.g., [Veeravalli et al., 1993; Veeravalli, 1999]) sharemost
of the properties of centralized sensor networks. The key difference is that the agents per-
form some if not all processing locally, either based entirely on their own measurements or
through local interactions with their neighbors. The final decision or data fusion, however, is
performed at the fusion center, which broadcasts the global result back to the agents.
In distributed sensor networks (see, e.g., [Sahu & Kar, 2016; Leonard & Zoubir, 2018a])
the individual nodes have enough communication and processing capabilities to perform the
signal processing task entirely through local interactions with their neighbors. Since no fu-
sion center is involved, there is no single point of failure. Furthermore, these networks are
inherently redundant and fault-tolerant such that the loss of a single agent can easily be com-
pensated [Olfati-Saber et al., 2007]. Moreover, the individual sensors are typically low-cost
and can be easily deployed. In order to converge to the same global result at each agent, how-
ever, consensus-like algorithms are needed. Furthermore, the communication load emerging
from such a setup has to be kept at bay.
A distributed sensor network ofN agents or nodes can be modeled as a graph G = (V ; E)
with V denoting the set of agents and E being the set of edges between these agents. The
graph is simple—i.e., devoid of self-loops—, undirected—i.e., if node k is connected to node
l, the reverse is also true—, and connected—meaning that no separate subgraphs exist. The
open neighborhood of agent k is defined as
N ok = fl 2 V j (k; l) 2 Eg;
i.e., the set of all agents to which k is connected by an edge. When agent k itself is included in
the set, one speaks of the closed neighborhood, which is given by
Nk = N ok [ fkg: (2.2)
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A simple way to define the open neighborhood of node k is by means of the disc model ac-
cording to
N ok = fl 2 V j kxk   xlk  rcomg;
where kk is the Euclidean distance andxk denotes the location vector of node k. This defini-
tion is useful in many applications where data is broadcast and errors due to the degradation
of signal strength with distance are neglected. In words, the open neighborhood of node k
is defined by a communication radius rcom around its location. The closed neighborhood is
again obtained as in (2.2).
12


Part I
Sequential Detection

3
Statistical Hypothesis Testing
Target detection in radar, spectrum sensing in cognitive radio, and object detection
in image processing are just a few examples for detection problems that can be cast as statisti-
cal hypothesis tests. This chapter gives a brief overview of fixed-sample-size hypothesis tests
in Section 3.1, sequential hypothesis tests in Section 3.2, as well as the concept of least favor-
able densities (LFDs) in Section 3.3, and introduces common notions needed in the follow-
ing chapters. Details on fixed-sample-size tests can be found, e.g., in [Van Trees, 2004; Levy,
2008; Poor, 2013]. Further information on sequential hypothesis testing in general and the
Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) in particular is given in [Wald, 1947]. The concept
of LFDs is explained in [Fauß& Zoubir, 2016].
3 . 1 F ixed -Sample - S ize Hypothes i s Test ing
The goal of fixed-sample-size hypothesis testing is to make a statement about some prevalent
phenomenon based on a random vector Y = [Y1; : : : ; YK ] of sizeK observed over the do-
main Y [Levy, 2008; Poor, 2013]. Ultimately, a reliable decision should be made for one out
of two or more hypotheses on the nature of the phenomenon. In binary hypothesis tests, the
17
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decision is between the null hypothesisH0 and the alternative hypothesisH1,
H0 : P = P0;
H1 : P = P1;
(3.1)
or equivalently
H0 : Y  P0;
H1 : Y  P1;
which make an assumption on the true and unknown distribution P associated with the in-
vestigated phenomenon. Multiple hypothesis tests distinguish between more than two hy-
potheses, namely
Hm : P = Pm; m 2 f0; : : : ;M   1g; (3.2)
or equivalently
Hm : Y  Pm; m 2 f0; : : : ;M   1g:
This work considers binary as well as multiple hypothesis tests. The latter are formulated as
multiple pairwise hypothesis tests betweenHm andHn; n 2 f0; : : : ;M   1g (more on this
in Section 5.2). The following remarks are made with respect to the binary test whereM = 2
but also hold for multiple pairwise hypothesis tests when replacingH0 andH1 withHm and
Hn, respectively.
The design of a statistical hypothesis test involves defining a decision rule (y) that maps
every possible realization vector y = [y1; : : : ; yK ] to eitherH0 orH1. This corresponds to
partitioning the observation domainY into two disjoint sets as [Levy, 2008]
Y0 = fy j (y) = 0g
Y1 = fy j (y) = 1g;
where the latter is often referred to as critical region for historical reasons. Irrespective ofwhich
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decision rule is used, deciding between two hypothesesH0 andH1 involves the risk ofmaking
two types of errors. Each of these errors is associated with a probability, namely
• Probability of false alarm PFA (Type I):
the probability of deciding forH1 althoughH0 is true,
• Probability of misdetection PMD (Type II):
the probability of deciding forH0 althoughH1 is true.
Intuitively, a good decision rule should keep both quantities as low as possible. The well-
knownNeyman-Pearson criterion defines a decision rule thatminimizesPMDwhile bounding
PFA to a certain level. Specifically, the optimal decision rule (y) is of the form [Neyman&
Pearson, 1933]
(y) =
8>>><>>>:
0; Z(y) < ;
0 or 1; Z(y) = ;
1; Z(y) > ;
(3.3)
where the test statisticZ(y) is calculated as
Z(y) =
p1(y)
p0(y)
; (3.4)
with p0 denoting the PDF corresponding to P0. Furthermore, the decision threshold  > 0
has to be chosen such that the false alarm constraint is fulfilled. The test statistic in (3.4) is a
likelihood ratio which is why tests of this kind are often referred to as likelihood or probability
ratio tests.
If the observationsy are independent and identically distributed, the joint likelihood p0(y)
can be expressed by a multiplication of the single likelihoods p0(yi) leading to
Z(y) =
QK
i=1 p1(yi)QK
i=1 p0(yi)
=
KY
i=1
p1(yi)
p0(yi)
:
In this case, a popular choice of test statistic is the log-likelihood ratio (LLR), which is calcu-
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Figure 3.1: Two exemplary random walks of a test statistic in an SPRT with corresponding runlengths.
lated according to
S(y) = log(Z(y)) =
KX
i=1
log

p1(yi)
p0(yi)

: (3.5)
The decision rule (3.3) becomes
(y) =
8>>><>>>:
0; S(y) < log() ;
0 or 1; S(y) = log() ;
1; S(y) > log() :
3 . 2 Sequential Hypothes i s Test ing
In sequential hypothesis testing the goal is to make a reliable decision between H0 and H1
based on as few measurements as possible. The most widely used hypothesis test of this kind
is the Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) as introduced by Wald [Wald, 1947]. The
idea is to update the test statistic (3.5) sequentially over time as new samples are taken instead
of calculating it from a fixed number of samples. The decision threshold  is then replaced by
an upper threshold  and a lower threshold . These thresholds span a corridor in which the
test statistic performs a random walk as shown in Figure 3.1. The decision and stopping rule
20
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of the SPRT reads as
(t) =
8>>><>>>:
0; S(t)  ;
continue sampling; S(t) 2 (; ) ;
1; S(t)  ;
(3.6)
where
S(t) =
tX
i=1
log

p1(yi)
p0(yi)

= S(t  1) + log

p1(yt)
p0(yt)

: (3.7)
Wald showed that performing the test in this way can reduce the required number of sam-
ples by up to 50 % on average while retaining the same error probabilities. He furthermore
provided simple bounds for the decision thresholds, namely
  1  

and   
1  ;
which solely depend on the prespecified bounds on the probabilities of false alarm andmisde-
tection  and , respectively.
Since in a sequential hypothesis test the number of samples is not fixed, the average run-
length (ARL) is—together with PFA and PMD—an important metric for evaluating the per-
formance of a sequential detector. The runlength T of the SPRT is defined as the first time
instant where eitherH0 orH1 is accepted, i.e.,
T = inf ft j S(t) =2 (; )g :
Wald showed that—when neglecting the possible overshoot of the test statistic upon crossing
a threshold—the expected runlength of the test can be approximated by
E0[T ]  1
D(p1 j p0) ( log() + (1  ) log()) ;
E1[T ]  1
D(p1 j p0) ((1  ) log() +  log()) ;
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where Em[] denotes the expectation under Hm. Furthermore, D(p1 j p0) is the Kullback-
Leibler divergence—ameasure for the similarity of two distributions with PDFs p0 and p1. It
is given by the expected value of the LLR, i.e.,
D(p1 j p0) = E1

log

p1(y)
p0(y)

=
Z
p1(x) log

p1(x)
p0(x)

dx:
3 . 3 Least Favorable Dens it ies
As discussed in Section 2.1, many practical applications suffer from an uncertainty about the
distribution of the observed data. Taking this uncertainty into account transforms the simple
hypothesis tests in (3.1) and (3.2) into composite tests betweenM disjoint sets of probability
distributionsPm with corresponding hypotheses
Hm : P 2 Pm:
One possible way to characterize these sets is with the help of Kassam’s band model [Kassam,
1981; Fauß& Zoubir, 2016] as
Pm =
n
Pm
 p0m  pm  p00mo ; (3.8)
where p0m and p00m are nonnegative functions whose integral over the sample space is less than
one and greater than one, respectively. Note that the inequalities in (3.8) are defined point-
wise. This model is flexible as it allows for varying local degrees of uncertainty on different re-
gions of the sample space. It can either be constructed by hand based on expert knowledge, or
statistically using confidence interval estimators. In contrast to many parametric uncertainty
models, Kassam’s model can be easily interpreted and visualized. Furthermore, it generalizes
several popular uncertainty models such as the "-contaminationmodel as will be seen shortly.
All of these reasons attest to the usefulness of this model for a wide variety of applications.
Intuitively speaking, Kassam’s bandmodel assumes the true density pm to lie within a band
specified by p0m and p00m, which can be interpreted as a confidence interval for pm. A suitable
decision rule in this case is one that is optimized for the worst case and, hence, guarantees a
reliable performance for all possible cases. Tests of this kind are referred to asminimax optimal
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or minimax robust since they minimize the maximum possible risk associated with the test
(see, e.g., [Levy, 2008; Poor, 2013]). In [Fauß, 2016] a minimax robust version of the SPRT
is introduced, which replaces the LLR in (3.7) with the LLR of the LFDs q0 and q1. Since
these probability densities represent the worst case, a test run under these conditions will at
least attain the performance specified by  and . Using the algorithm provided in [Fauß&
Zoubir, 2016], the LFDs for a fixed-sample-size test are iteratively calculated according to
q0 = minfp000;maxfc0(q0 + q1); p00gg ;
q1 = minfp001;maxfc1(q0 + q1); p01gg ;
(3.9)
for some   0 and some c0; c1 2 (0; 1 ]. Details of how to obtain LFDs that are minimax
optimal in a sequential architecture can be found in [Fauß, 2016].
Uncertainties of the "-contamination type as defined in Section 2.1.1 are included in Kas-
sam’s bandmodel by setting p00 = (1  ")p0, p000 = p001 =1, and  = 0, so that (3.9) reduces
to
q0 = maxfc0q1; p00g ;
q1 = maxfc1q0; p01g :
The resulting densities correspond to the LFDs of Huber’s clipped likelihood ratio test [Hu-
ber, 1965; Huber, 1981], which censors outliers and, thus, prevents them from having an un-
bounded effect on the test. Due to this property, it makes sense to use the centralized, fixed-
sample-size LFDs also in the context of distributed sequential detection. While they are not
minimax optimal in this case, they induce robustness by limiting the influence of large values
at the cost of an increased ARL as will be shown in Chapter 4.
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4
Robust Sequential Binary
Hypothesis Testing
This chapter is concerned with binary hypothesis tests that are performed in a
sequential manner in a distributed network architecture and are subject to distributional un-
certainties. In Section 4.1, the problem of performing shift-in-mean and shift-in-variance tests
in this setup is formulated. Section 4.2 introduces a general formulation of theConsensus+In-
novations Sequential Probability Ratio Test (CISPRT)—a fully distributed sequential detec-
tion algorithm. The corresponding decision thresholds are derived in Section 4.3. Section 4.4
and Section 4.5 present two different paradigms for robustifying the CISPRT against outliers
of the "-contamination kind. The simulations in Section 4.6 verify and evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithms in a shift-in-mean and a shift-in-variance test. The findings
are summarized in Section 4.7.
The contributions presented in this chapter have been published in [Leonard& Zoubir,
2017], [Hou, Leonard et al., 2017], and [Leonard& Zoubir, 2018a].
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4 . 1 Problem Formulat ion
Let Y (t) 2 RN ; t = 1; 2; : : : be a sequence of random vectors with entries Yk(t); k =
1; : : : ; N . For all k and t the random variables Yk(t) are assumed to be independent and
identically distributed according to distribution P , which admits a density p. In distributed
sequential detection, each agent k sequentially performs a binary statistical hypothesis test
to decide between the null hypothesisH0 and the alternativeH1 according to (3.1). To this
end, it takes a measurement yk(t) at time instant t from which a test statistic is computed.
Considering a Gaussian environment, the hypotheses read as
H0 : Yk(t)  N (0; 20);
H1 : Yk(t)  N (1; 21);
(4.1)
where i; i 2 f0; 1g is the known mean and 2i the variance of a zero-mean Gaussian noise
process. While the results of this chapter can be applied to any binary hypothesis test of this
type, the focus is on the following two test scenarios:
• Scenario 1: Shift-in-Mean Test
The mean of the distribution under the true hypothesis is tested for, assuming equal
variance 2 under bothH0 andH1. The hypotheses become
H0 : Yk(t)  N (0; 2);
H1 : Yk(t)  N (1; 2):
• Scenario 2: Shift-in-Variance Test
The test is for the variance of the distribution under the true hypothesis assuming two
zero-mean Gaussian distributions. An example for this is a test for the presence or ab-
sence of a zero-mean signal with known variance 2x in zero-mean noise with power 2n,
i.e.,
H0 : Yk(t)  N (0; 2n);
H1 : Yk(t)  N (0; 2x + 2n):
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4 . 2 The Consensus+Innovations Sequential Proba -
b i l ity Ratio Test
In [Sahu & Kar, 2014; Sahu & Kar, 2016] the Consensus+Innovations Sequential Proba-
bility Ratio Test (CISPRT) is proposed as a distributed sequential detector based on the
consensus+innovations approach [Kar& Moura, 2013]. In analogy to the centralized SPRT
introduced by Wald [Wald, 1947], each agent k in the CISPRT compares its test statistic
Sk(t) at time instant t with an upper and a lower threshold to either decide for one of the
two hypotheses if the respective threshold is crossed, or to continue the test. Sk(t) is recur-
sively calculated as
Sk(t) =
X
l2Nk
wkl (Sl(t  1) + l(t)) ; (4.2)
with wkl denoting appropriate combination weights that sum to one. Furthermore, l(t) is
the LLR of node l at time instant t, which is calculated as
l(t) = log

p1(yl(t))
p0(yl(t))

=
21 (yl(t)  0)2   20 (yl(t)  1)2
220
2
1
+ log

0
1

(4.3)
assuming the general formulation from (4.1). By collecting the combination weights into an
N N combination matrix, (4.2) can be rewritten as
Sk(t) =
tX
j=1
e>kW
t+1 l(j); (4.4)
with ek denoting the kth column of identity matrix I of size N . The LLRs of all agents at
time instant j are collected in the vector (j) = [1(j); : : : ; N(j)]>. In the sequel, the
choice of the weighting matrixW is discussed.
4 .2 . 1 Choosing Weighting Matrix W
In [Sahu&Kar, 2016], the authors assume aweightingmatrix that is non-negative, symmetric,
irreducible, and stochastic by design. However, the design process relies on a method origi-
nally introduced in [Xiao& Boyd, 2004], which can—andmost of the time will—produce a
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matrixwith negativeweights on the diagonal as explicitly stated by the authors. In the context
of distributed detection, such a matrix is not practical since it will cause each node k to give
its own information a negative weight. This operation has no meaning in distributed sensor
networks.
Instead of requiring the weighting matrix to be doubly-stochastic, this work considers a
right-stochastic matrix—i.e., its rows sum up to one. Matrices of this kind are common and
well-studied, e.g., in the context of diffusion adaptation [Sayed, 2013]. An example for a right-
stochasticmatrix is one that puts equalweight on the information of the closed neighborhood
of a node, i.e., the entries ofW are given by
wkl =
8<: 1jNkj ; l 2 Nk;0; otherwise:
Note that a right-stochastic matrix does not fulfill the requirement
W t ! 1
N
11>;
where 1 is the one-vector of length N . This requirement guarantees the convergence to a
networkwide consensus over time. This work, however, focuses on reaching a networkwide
decisionmeaning that the individual test statistics do not have to converge to the exact same
value. Averaging over the individual stopping times at each node results in a networkwide
ARL of the distributed sequential detector, which is one of the performance metrics used in
Section 4.6.
4 . 3 Dec i s ion Thresholds for the CISPRT
The decision thresholds derived in [Sahu& Kar, 2016] suffer from two disadvantages. First,
they only hold for the specific case of symmetric Gaussian shift-in-mean hypothesis tests. In
[Leonard& Zoubir, 2017] and [Hou, Leonard et al., 2017], these thresholds were generalized
for use in arbitrary binary hypothesis tests. Second, the derivation of the thresholds relies on
the symmetry ofW , an assumption that is usually not valid in distributed sensor networks.
In the sequel, the generalized thresholds from [Leonard& Zoubir, 2017] and [Hou, Leonard
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et al., 2017] are improved by requiring only the right-stochasticity ofW in the derivation.
First, however, expressions for the mean and the variance of the test statistic underH0 and
H1 are derived, which are needed in the subsequent steps.
4 . 3 . 1 Mean and Variance of the Test Statistic
The expected value of the test statistic (4.2) under hypothesisHi; i 2 f0; 1g is given by
Ei[Sk(t)] =
tX
j=1
e>kW
t+1 jEi[(j)] ;
= ;i
tX
j=1
e>kW
t+1 j1;
= ;it;
(4.5)
where Ei[] denotes taking the expectation under hypothesisHi and ;i = Ei[(j)] is the
expected value of the LLR underHi.
The variance of the test statistic (4.2) under hypothesisHi can be calculated as
Vari [Sk(t)] = Ei

(Sk(t)  ;it)2

;
= Ei

Sk(t)
2
  2;itEiSk(t)2+ 2;it2;
= Ei

Sk(t)
2
  2;it2;
= Ei
24 tX
j=1
e>kW
t+1 j(j)
!235  2;it2;
=
tX
j=1
tX
l=1
e>kW
t+1 jEi[(j)(l)]
 
W t+1 l
>
ek   2;it2:
(4.6)
Since the expected valueEi[(j)(l)] can be written as
Ei[(j)(l)] =
8<:2;i11> ; j 6= l;2;iI + 2;i11> ; j = l;
where 2;i denotes the variance of the LLR under Hi, rearranging the two sums in the last
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line of (4.6) leads to
Vari [Sk(t)] = 2;i
tX
j=1
e>kW
j
 
W j
>
ek + 
2
;i
tX
j=1
tX
l=1
W j11>
 
W l
>
ek   2;it2;
= 2;i
tX
j=1
e>kW
j
 
W j
>
ek + 
2
;it
2   2;it2;
= 2;i
tX
j=1
e>kW
j
 
W j
>
ek;
= 2;i
tX
j=1
e>kW
j mWm
 
W>
m  
W>
j m
ek;
(4.7)
with 1  m  j. By upper-boundingWm  W>m with a scaled all-ones matrix according
to
Wm
 
W>
m  11>;
where the inequality holds elementwise, (4.7) becomes
Vari [Sk(t)]  2;i
tX
j=1
e>kW
j m11>
 
W>
j m
ek:
Using the properties
W11> = 11>;
11>W> = 11>;
W11>W> = 11>;
an upper bound on the variance of the test statistic can be found as
Vari [Sk(t)]  2;i
tX
j=1
e>k 11
>ek = 2;it: (4.8)
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A suitable choice for  is the maximum value of the matrixWm
 
W>
m, i.e.,
 =
Wm  W>mmax ; (4.9)
where kkmax is themaximumnormof amatrix. Another choice for  is the largest eigenvalue
ofWm
 
W>
m divided by the number of nodesN , i.e.,
 =
1
N
max
 
Wm
 
W>
m
: (4.10)
The accuracy of this approximation can be tuned by the choice of m and thus traded off
against computational load. In most distributed sensor networks, computational power is
a scarce resource, which is why it makes sense to choosem = 1. However, if more compu-
tational power is available, a higher accuracy can be achieved by choosing a larger value for
m.
The resulting expressions for the mean and the variance of Sk(t) depend on the mean and
the variance of the LLR. For general binary hypothesis tests according to (4.1), these quantities
are given by
;0 =  
2
0 + 
2
1   201 + 20   21
221
+ log

0
1

;
;1 =
20 + 
2
1   201 + 21   20
220
+ log

0
1

;
(4.11)
and
2;0 =
1
2

1 +
40
41

+ (0   1)2 
2
0
41
  
2
0
21
;
2;1 =
1
2

1 +
41
40

+ (0   1)2 
2
1
40
  
2
1
20
:
(4.12)
The derivation of (4.11) and (4.12) is detailed in Appendix A.1.
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4 . 3 . 2 Almost Surely Finite Stopping Time
Before the thresholds are derived, the test is shown to terminate almost surely under both
hypotheses at finite stopping time or runlength T with
T = inf ft j Sk(t) =2 (; )g ;
where  and  denote the lower and upper decision threshold, respectively. Following the
line of argument in [Sahu& Kar, 2016], the probability of stopping after time instant t can
be upper-bounded underH0 by
P0(T > t)  Q

  ;0t
;0
p
t

so that
lim
t!1
P0(T > t) = 0;
P0(T <1) = 1:
Here the functionQ(x) = 1p
2
R1
x
e 
u2
2 dudenotes the right tail-probability of the standard
normal distribution. The proof under the alternative hypothesis is analogous.
4 . 3 . 3 Derivation of the Decision Thresholds
When the sequential test at node k stops at time t, a decision is made according to
(Sk(t)) =
8<:0; Sk(t)  ;1; Sk(t)  :
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Figure 4.1: Probability density function (PDF) of the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) in a sequential binary shift-in-
variance test.
Since T is finite with probability one, Sk(T ) is well-defined and the probability of false alarm
at each node can be written as
PFA = P0(Sk(T )  );

1X
t=1
P0(Sk(t)  );

1X
t=1
Q

   ;0t
;0
p
t

:
(4.13)
Inequality (4.13) holds true as long as the test statistic follows a Gaussian distribution. This is
always the case in a shift-in-mean setup since the LLR is also Gaussian distributed. For shift-
in-variance tests, the LLR follows a chi-squared distribution with one degree of freedom as
shown in Figure 4.1. Hence, it follows from the central limit theorem that (4.13) is approx-
imately true after just a few time steps as depicted in Figure 4.2. Further details on this are
provided in Section 4.5.2.
Using the propertyQ(x)  1
2
e 
x2
2 and taking a similar approach as the authors in [Sahu
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Figure 4.2: Shift-in-variance test: evolution over time of the PDF of the test statistic Sk(t) of an agent with
three neighbors.
& Kar, 2016], the probability of false alarm is found to be upper-bounded by
PFA  2e
;0
42;0
1  e 
2;0
22;0
:
Requiring PFA   and solving for  yields the upper threshold
  4
2
;0
;0
"
log

2

+ log
 
1  e 
2;0
22;0
!#
: (4.14)
Repeating the same procedure for the probability of misdetection and requiring PMD  
yields the lower threshold
  4
2
;1
;1
"
log


2

+ log
 
1  e 
2;1
22;1
!#
: (4.15)
The complete derivation of these expressions is deferred to Appendix A.2.
Asmentioned in Remark 7.1 of [Sahu& Kar, 2016], the resulting thresholds pose only suf-
ficient conditions on the probability of false alarm andmisdetection. While tighter thresholds
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can be obtained by numerically solving
1
2
1X
t=1
e
 2 2;1t2+2;1t
22;1t = ;
1
2
1X
t=1
e
 2 2;0t2+2;0t
22;0t = ;
(4.16)
the expressions in (4.14) and (4.15) are easily tractable.
4 . 4 A Robust Vers ion of the CISPRT Based on Least
Favorable Dens it ies
In this section, the concept of LFDs is used to modify the CISPRT such that it can deal with
composite hypotheses arising from distributional uncertainties.
4 .4 . 1 The Robust Test Static and Its Density
In order to design a robust version of the CISPRT, the LLR k(t) of agent k at time instant
t in (4.2) is replaced by the corresponding clipped LLR

clipped
k (t) = log

q1(yk(t))
q0(yk(t))

; (4.17)
i.e., the LLR of the corresponding LFDs. This yields the robust test statistic
Sk(t) =
X
l2Nk
wkl

Sl(t  1) + clippedl (t)

: (4.18)
Figure 4.3 compares the PDFs of the LLR and the clipped LLR side by side. By replacing the
nominal densities with the LFDs, the PDF is clipped atC0 =   log (c0) andC1 = log (c1).
That way, outliers are censored, which prevents them from having an unbounded influence
on the test. The excess probability that accumulates at the clipping points can be calculated
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Figure 4.3: PDF of the LLR (left) and the clipped LLR (right) underH0. The PDF of the LLR is clipped at
C0 andC1 and the excess probability accumulates at the clipping points. When "-contamination is considered,
the probability mass is weighted by (1 ") and the probability of drawing an outlier is added toC1. The region
between the clipping points can be approximated by a weighted uniform distribution. UnderH1, the PDFs are
mirrored at the origin.
as
A0;i = Qi(k(t)  C0);
= (1  ")P i (k(t)  C0) + i";
 (1  ")Q
 
 C0   pi
2pi
!
+ i";
and
A1;i = Qi(k(t)  C1);
= (1  ")P i (k(t)  C1) + (1  i)";
 (1  ")Q
 
C1   pi
2pi
!
+ (1  i)";
wherepi and
2
pi
denote themean and the varianceof thenominal distributionunderHi; i 2
f0; 1g. When considering "-contamination as defined in Section 2.1.1, the probability mass
has to be scaled by (1  ") and the probability of drawing an outlier—denoted by "—has to
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of the PDF of the robust test statistic Sk(t) of an agent with three neighbors over time.
be considered. In the worst case, which is represented by the LFDs, this probability is placed
at the maximum of the LLR underH0 and at the minimum underH1—i.e., at C1 and C0,
respectively.
4 .4 .2 Mean and Variance of the Robust Test Statistic
Themean and the variance of the robust test statistic can be calculated by finding expressions
for the mean clipped;i and the variance 2clipped;i of the clipped LLR underHi, first. Since the
distribution is equal for all agents, the superscript k is dropped in the following derivation.
One convenient way to approximate the PDF of the clipped LLR is by two weighted Kro-
necker deltas atC0 andC1 with a weighted uniform distribution in between as shown on the
right side of Figure 4.3. The mean clipped;i and the variance 2clipped;i of the robust LLR are
calculated according to
clipped;i = Ei

clipped

;
=
Z
Y
pclipped;i(x)x dx;
=
Z C1
C0
(A0;i(x  C0) + A1;i(x  C1) + A2;i)x dx;
= A0;iC0 + A1;iC1 +
1
2

A2;ix
2
C1
C0
;
= A0;iC0 + A1;iC1 + A2;i
C21   C20
2
;
(4.19)
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and
2clipped;i = Ei
h 
clipped
2i  2clipped;i;
=
Z
Y
pclipped;i(x)x
2 dx  2clipped;i;
=
Z C1
C0
(A0;i(x  C0) + A1;i(x  C1) + A2;i)x2 dx  2clipped;i;
= A0;iC
2
0 + A1;iC
2
1 + A2;i
C31   C30
3
  2clipped;i;
(4.20)
respectively, withA2;i = (1 A0;i A1;i)C1 C0 .
The derivation of the mean and the variance of the non-robust test statistic Sk(t) in Sec-
tion 4.3.1 is based on the assumption of a Gaussian-distributed LLR k(t). While this as-
sumption does not hold for the clipped LLR clippedk (t), the central limit theorem can be used
to show that the robust test statistic Sk(t) is approximately normal for large t [Lehmann&
Romano, 2005; Kay, 2006]. The evolution of the PDF of Sk(t) over time is depicted in Fig-
ure 4.4 for an agent with three neighbors. As can be seen, the data exchange over the neigh-
borhood causes the PDF to become approximately Gaussian already after the first few time
instants. An even faster convergence can be observed in denser networks. Hence, the mean
and variance of Sk(t) can be calculated by replacing ;i and 2;i in (4.5) and (4.8) with their
robust counterparts, i.e.,
Ei

Sk(t)

= clipped;it; (4.21)
Vari

Sk(t)
  2clipped;it: (4.22)
4 .4 . 3 Robust Decision Thresholds
The mean and the variance of the robust test statistic Sk(t) in (4.21) and (4.22) have the same
form as those of the non-robust test statistic Sk(t) in (4.5) and (4.8). Therefore, robust deci-
sion thresholds can be derived by following the paradigm from Section 4.3.3—i.e., by replac-
ing the mean and the variance of the LLR k(t) in (4.14) and (4.15) with those of the clipped
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LLR clippedk (t) from (4.19) and (4.20). The resulting decision thresholds are given by
  4
2
clipped;0
clipped;0
264log
2

+ log
0B@1  e  
2
clipped;0
22
clipped;0

1CA
375 ;
  4
2
clipped;1
clipped;1
264log
2

+ log
0B@1  e  
2
clipped;1
22
clipped;1

1CA
375 :
(4.23)
Again, (4.23) provides sufficient and tractable expressions for the decision thresholds. Tighter
bounds are obtained by numerically evaluating
1
2
1X
t=1
e
 2 2
clipped;1
t2+2
clipped;1t
22
clipped;1
t
= ;
1
2
1X
t=1
e
 2 2
clipped;0
t2+2
clipped;0t
22
clipped;0
t
= :
4 . 5 Robust Vers ions of the CISPRT Based on Ro-
bust Est imators
The algorithms developed in this section leverage the diversity of distributed sensor networks
along with robust estimators to introduce robustness through the update equation of the
CISPRT. To this end, (4.2) is reformulated as
Sk(t) =
X
l2Nk
wkl (Sl(t  1)) + ^k(t); (4.24)
with ^k(t) denoting the weighted average of the collective innovation terms of node k and
its neighborhood at time t. When no a priori knowledge about the reliability of the nodes is
available, a common choice is to weight all the information equally. This leads to ^k(t) being
the sample mean—a non-robust estimator of location—as defined in Section 2.1.2. Since the
update equation is recursive, replacing the sample mean with a robust alternative robustifies
the consensus part as well and, thus, yields a test statistic that can handle distributional un-
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certainties. An advantage of introducing robustness in this manner instead of using LFDs as
detailed in the previous section is the fact that the censoring takes place one stage later. Instead
of clipping the LLR directly, the effect of large values on the innovation term is bounded by
using a robust estimator in the combination rule. Thus, the thresholds and decision rules of
the original CISPRT—which are based on the mean and the variance of the LLR—remain
approximately valid. The interplay of fully distributed communication, consensus-like aver-
aging of neighborhood information, and robustification of the test make a comprehensive
analysis of the statistical properties of ^k(t) and their effects on the decision thresholds an
intricate task that is beyond the scope of this work.
In the sequel, three robust versions of the CISPRT based on robust estimators are intro-
duced, namely, the Median-CISPRT, the M-CISPRT, and the Myriad-CISPRT. Further-
more, their suitability for different binary hypothesis tests is investigated.
4 . 5 . 1 The Median-CISPRT, the M-CISPRT, and the Myriad-CISPRT
A straightforward way of replacing the sample mean in (4.24) with a robust alternative is to
use the sample median of the neighborhood innovations, calculated as in (2.1). The resulting
algorithm is dubbedMedian-CISPRT.
The M-CISPRT provides a more versatile solution by replacing the sample median with
anM-estimate as detailed in Section 2.1.3.
The third robust-estimator-based version of the CISPRT considered in this work replaces
the sample mean in (4.24) with a special class ofM-estimator: the sample myriad. The details
of how to calculate the myriad estimate of a set of data points are given in Section 2.1.4. The
resulting algorithm is referred to as Myriad-CISPRT.
4 . 5 . 2 The Probability Density Function of the Log-Likelihood
Ratio
This work is concerned with shift-in-mean as well as shift-in-variance tests. In order to in-
vestigate the suitability of the proposed detectors in these two cases, the PDF of the estima-
tor input—i.e., the neighborhood innovations of node k—has to be examined more closely.
Sinceuncontaminatedmeasurements are assumed tobeGaussian, themeasurements obtained
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by node k at time t can be written as
yk(t) = 
 + x(t);
where x(t)  N (0; 1), and  and  denote the true mean and standard deviation of yk(t).
The LLR of node k as defined in (4.3) becomes
Shift-in-Mean (0 = 1 = ):
k(t) =
21 (yk(t)  0)2   20 (yk(t)  1)2
220
2
1
+ log

0
1

;
=
(yk(t)  0)2   (yk(t)  1)2
22
;
=
(x(t) + (   0))2   (x(t) + (   1))2
22
;
= x(t)

2
(1   0) + (
   0)2   (   1)2
22
;
= ax(t) + b;
and
Shift-in-Variance (0 = 1 =  = 0):
k(t) =
21 (yk(t)  0)2   20 (yk(t)  1)2
220
2
1
+ log

0
1

;
=
21yk(t)
2   20yk(t)2
220
2
1
+ log

0
1

;
= yk(t)
2
2
1   20
220
2
1
+ log

0
1

;
= ()2 x2(t)
21   20
220
2
1
+ log

0
1

;
= cx2(t) + d:
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The values of a; b; c; and d are clear from the context. Thus, in the shift-in-mean test k(t)
follows a Gaussian distribution. In the shift-in-variance test, however, this is not the case.
Since x(t) follows the standard normal distribution, x2(t) is chi-squared distributed with
one degree of freedom, i.e., x2(t)  21. Hence, the LLR follows a scaled and shifted 21
distribution, which is skewed.
Regarding the proposed algorithms, this has the following implication: Since themedian is
only a robust estimator for the mean of symmetric distributions, theMedian-CISPRT is not
suitable for general shift-in-variance problems. It might give correct detection results for cer-
tain parameter choices as can be seen in the promising simulation results from [Hou, Leonard
et al., 2017], but a reliable performance for arbitrary shift-in-variance tests cannot be guaran-
teed. Therefore, theMedian-CISPRTwill only be considered for shift-in-mean tests moving
forward.
4 . 6 S imulat ions
In this section, the performance of the generalized CISPRT proposed in Section 4.2 and the
robust detectors developed in Section4.4 andSection4.5 is evaluated and compared in the face
of "-contaminated noise. First, the performance is analyzed for different values of the required
probabilities of false alarm and misdetection  and , respectively. Second, the dependence
on the network connectivity is investigated. Finally, an examination of the tolerable amount
of outliers is performed for each algorithm.
The simulations are based on the two different test scenarios introduced in Section 4.1. In
both scenarios, a randomly generated network ofN = 20 agents with uniformly distributed
x- and y-coordinates on the interval [0; 1] is used and "-contaminated noise with a ten times
higher variance is considered. The network generation process is iterated until a connected
network is obtained. The first scenario is a shift-in-mean problem where the objective is to
decide between the means 0 =   1 and 1 = 1. Here, 2 = 2. The second scenario is a
shift-in-variance test for the presence or absence of a signal with variance 2x = 4. The noise
variance is 2n = 1.
The ARL and the empirical error probabilities PFA and PMD serve as performance metrics.
The results are averaged over NMC = 10;000 Monte Carlo runs and over the network by
randomly selecting the value of one agent per run as in [Sahu& Kar, 2016].
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4 .6 . 1 Required Error Probabilities
In this simulation, the required false alarm and misdetection probabilities are assumed to be
equal, ranging from 10 3 to 10 1. Agents within a radius of rcom = 0:6 are considered to be
neighbors. The amount of contamination is " = 0:1.
Shift- in-Mean Test
The simulation results are shown in the first row of Figure 4.5. Due to the symmetry of the
problem, the results are equal under both hypotheses. It can be observed that the proposed
robust algorithmsmeet and even fall below the required error probability while the CISPRT
fails as the requirements get more stringent. At the same time, the Median-CISPRT, the
M-CISPRT, and the Myriad-CISPRT exhibit a slightly lower ARL compared to the non-
robust CISPRT.Hence, robustness does not come at the cost of a longer testing time. This is
in contrast to the results from[Hou, Leonard et al., 2017], where the robustification via robust
estimators camewith a premium inARL.This effect canbe explainedby the different decision
thresholds due to the different weighting matrices. The thresholds in [Hou, Leonard et al.,
2017] are tighter than the ones proposed in this work but they are derived based on certain
properties of the weighting matrix that are not meaningful in distributed detection setups as
discussed in Section 4.2.1. Thus, it can be concluded that in a common shift-in-mean test, the
introduction of robustness through robust estimators does not increase the ARL. The LFD-
CISPRT, in contrast, needsmore than twice the testing time compared to theCISPRT.This
is in line with the results from [Leonard& Zoubir, 2017] and [Hou, Leonard et al., 2017] and
due to the fact that the LFDs optimize the algorithm for the worst case, which is not attained
by the considered outlier model.
As far as the required error probabilities are concerned, all robust algorithms overachieve,
i.e., they do not take advantage of the tolerable number of errors but deliver a probability
of false alarm and misdetection close to zero. This can be explained by the way the decision
thresholds are derived in Section 4.3.3 and Section 4.4.3. Asmentioned in [Sahu&Kar, 2016],
the approximations required to find a closed-form solution result in thresholds that are suffi-
cient but not optimal.
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Figure 4.5: Sweep over the required probabilities of false alarm and misdetection: simulation results for the
shift-in-mean test underH0/H1(first row) as well as the shift-in-variance test underH0 (second row) andH1
(third row). Due to the symmetry, the results for the shift-in-mean test are equal under both hypotheses.
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Shift- in-Variance Test
The simulation results are shown in Figure 4.5, where the second row considers the case where
H0 is true and the third one pertains toH1. UnderH0, theCISPRTbreaks downwhile all ro-
bust algorithmsmeet and even fall below the required error probabilities. UnderH1, however,
even the non-robustCISPRTmeets the error requirements. This is an expected result since—
in a shift-in-variance test—outliers—i.e., very large values—help in correctly deciding forH1.
As far as the ARL is concerned, the robust algorithms exhibit a five to twelve times larger test-
ing time in the more difficult case whereH0 is true. Moreover, the LFD-CISPRT is in line
with the other robust detectors, which indicates that the considered scenario approaches the
worst case. UnderH1—i.e., in the easier case—the ARL of the robust estimator approach is
just a few time instants larger than that of the non-robust CISPRTwhile the LFD-CISPRT,
again, needs considerably longer to complete the test.
4 .6 .2 Network Connectivity
In the following simulations, the neighborhood radius rcom is swept from 0:3 to 0:7 to ex-
amine the performance of the proposed algorithms for different network connectivities. The
contamination ratio " is fixed to 0:1 and the probabilities of false alarm and misdetection to
0:05.
Shift- in-Mean Test
The results under bothH0 andH1 are depicted in the first row of Figure 4.6. It can be ob-
served that the non-robustCISPRT exceeds the required error probability of 5% irrespective
of the neighborhood distance and is, therefore, not suitable for non-Gaussian environments.
The Median-CISPRT, the M-CISPRT, and the Myriad-CISPRT, however, meet and even
undercut the requirement while attaining the same ARL as the CISPRT. Hence, using ro-
bust estimators to robustify the CISPRT comes at no extra cost in terms of testing time. The
LFD-CISPRT reaches an even lower error probability at the cost of an approximately three
times higher testing time.
In conclusion, the communication radius—i.e., the network connectivity—does not have
an influence on the robustness property of the proposed algorithms. As expected, lower net-
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Figure 4.6: Sweep over the neighborhood radius rcom: simulation results for the shift-in-mean test under
H0/H1(first row) as well as the shift-in-variance test underH0 (second row) andH1 (third row). Due to the
symmetry, the results for the shift-in-mean test are equal under both hypotheses.
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work connectivity leads to a higher ARL as the information dissemination over the network
is slower.
Shift- in-Variance Test
The results underH0 andH1 are shown in the second and third rows of Figure 4.6, respec-
tively. Again—since the latter is the easier test—all algorithms meet the error requirements.
The robust algorithms based on robust estimators exhibit only a slight increase in the ARL
while the LFD-CISPRT needs considerably longer to make a decision.
In the casewhereH0 is true, thenon-robustCISPRTbreaks down. TheMedian-CISPRT,
the M-CISPRT, and the Myriad-CISPRT show a dependence on the network connectivity.
In order to meet the required probability of false alarm, the neighborhood distance has to
be larger than 0:5 or 0:6, depending on the specific algorithm. This dependence is intuitive
since robust estimators need access to enough data to work reliably. The LFD-CISPRT, in
contrast, works irrespective of the neighborhood distance, delivering a false alarm probability
of 0 for all cases at approximately the same ARL as the other algorithms.
4 .6 . 3 Amount of Contaminated Noise
In this section, the algorithms’ performance is evaluated for different amounts of noise con-
tamination. To this end, the contamination ratio " is swept from 0 to 0:5. The neighborhood
radius rcom is fixed to 0:6 and the probabilities of false alarm and misdetection to 0:05.
Shift- in-Mean Test
The results underH0 andH1 are given in the first rowof Figure 4.7. While all algorithmswork
and exhibit the same ARL in the case of Gaussian noise, the CISPRT breaks down for " > 0.
The Median-CISPRT, the M-CISPRT, and the Myriad-CISPRT can handle up to 50 %,
40 %, and 30 % contamination, respectively, while meeting the required error probabilities
and without an increase in testing time. The LFD-CISPRT works up to " = 0:3 with a
considerable increase in testing time. For " > 0:3, the uncertainty sets overlap so that the
LFDs are identical under both hypotheses. Thus, they cannot be separated.
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Figure 4.7: Sweep over the contamination ratio ": simulation results for the shift-in-mean test under
H0/H1(first row) as well as the shift-in-variance test underH0 (second row) andH1 (third row). Due to the
symmetry, the results for the shift-in-mean test are equal under both hypotheses.
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Shift- in-Variance Test
The results underH0 andH1 are depicted in the second and third rows of Figure 4.7, respec-
tively. Under H0, the CISPRT breaks down for " > 0. The algorithms based on robust
estimators can handle 10 % contamination without an increase in testing time. The LFD-
CISPRT is able to cope with 20 % contamination at the cost of a drastically increased ARL.
For higher amounts of contamination, the hypotheses become inseparable.
UnderH1, the LFD-CISPRT can only handle 20 % contamination due to the insepara-
bility of the uncertainty sets for " > 0:2. The jump in the ARL of the LFD-CISPRT is due
to the fact that the algorithm defaults to the CISPRT in the case of purely Gaussian noise.
Generally, the ARL decreases as the contamination increases. This is expected since a larger
number of outliers helps in making the correct decision in this shift-in-variance setup.
4 . 7 Summary
In this chapter, a general formulation of the CISPRTwas presented that is not only suitable
for sequential binary hypothesis tests but also considers a network structure that is mean-
ingful in the context of distributed detection. Furthermore, two paradigms for robustify-
ing the CISPRT were developed and four robust sequential detection algorithms were pro-
posed, namely, the LFD-CISPRT, the Median-CISPRT, the M-CISPRT, and the Myriad-
CISPRT. After investigating their suitability for different kinds of hypothesis tests, their per-
formance was verified, evaluated, and compared in a shift-in-mean and a shift-in-variance test.
The simulation results showed that the proposed detectors are robust against outliers of the "-
contamination type at no orminimal extra cost in terms of theARL.Only the LFD-CISPRT
comes with a notable increase in testing time due to its focus on the worst case. Furthermore,
it was shown that the robustness of the robust-estimator-based algorithms depends on the
network connectivity since an estimator only works reliably if it has access to enough data.
If the network is dense enough, 20   40 % contamination can easily be tolerated. While
the LFD-CISPRT can sometimes tolerate a larger number of outliers or achieve lower error
probabilities, the uncertainty sets need to be separable for the LFDs to be meaningful.
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5
Robust SequentialMultiple
Hypothesis Testing
This chapter is concerned with robust sequential detectors for testing mul-
tiple hypotheses in a distributed sensor network. The detectors should be able to handle
distributional uncertainties such as outliers to be suitable for real-life applications where the
assumption of Gaussianity is violated. Section 5.1 formulates the problem of performing a
multiple hypothesis shift-in-mean and shift-in-variance test in this setup. In Section 5.2, a re-
view of theMatrix Sequential Probability Ratio Test (MSPRT) [Tartakovsky et al., 2014] for
sequential multiple hypothesis testing at a centralized detector is given. In Section 5.3, the
Consensus+Innovations Matrix Sequential Probability Ratio Test (CIMSPRT) is proposed
as a fusion of the MSPRT and the CISPRT as introduced in Section 4.2. Section 5.4 shows
how to approximate the expected runlength of the algorithm. Subsequently, the CIMSPRT
is robustified in Section 5.5 using the paradigms presented in Section 4.4 and Section 4.5. The
simulations in Section 5.6 verify, evaluate, and compare the performance of the proposed al-
gorithms in shift-in-mean and shift-in-variance tests.
The contributions presented in this chapter have been published in part in [Leonard et al.,
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2018b] and [Leonard et al., 2018c].
5 . 1 Problem Formulat ion
When testing multiple simple hypotheses in a distributed setup, each agent decides between
M > 1 hypotheses of the form (3.2). As in Chapter 4, a shift-in-mean as well as a shift-in-
variance scenario are considered:
• Scenario 1: Shift-in-Mean Test
The distributions Pm have different means m. Assuming zero-mean Gaussian mea-
surement noise with variance 2, the hypotheses become
Hm : Yk(t)  N (m; 2); m = 0; : : : ;M   1:
• Scenario 2: Shift-in-Variance Test
Pm differ in variance 2m. Hence, node k tests between
Hm : Yk(t)  N (; 2m + 2); m = 0; : : : ;M   1:
To test the robustness of the proposed algorithms, measurement outliers of the "-contam-
ination kind are considered as defined in Section 2.1.1.
5 . 2 The Matrix Sequential Probab il ity Ratio Test
The Matrix Sequential Probability Ratio Test (MSPRT) extends the single-sensor SPRT to
M hypotheses [Tartakovsky et al., 2014]. This is done by forming all possible hypothesis pairs
Hm;Hn and computing a pairwise test statistic
Smn(t) =
tX
i=1
log

pm(y(i))
pn(y(i))

:
Next, the test statistics are collected in amatrixS, all entries ofwhich are compared to a thresh-
old matrixwith entries
mn = log

1  mn
mn

 log

1
mn

;
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where mn and mn denote the respective required probabilities of false alarm and misdetec-
tionof the pairwise hypothesis test. The test is performed as an acceptance test, i.e., it is stopped
and a decision is made in favor ofHm once all entries in themth row ofmatrixS—excluding
the (m;m)th entry—surpass their corresponding thresholds in . In mathematical terms
this reads as
if 9m 2 f0; : : : ;M   1g j Smn(t)  mn 8 n 2 f0; : : : ;M   1g n fmg : acceptHm
else : continue sampling
(5.1)
where the upper threshold mn is calculated as in (4.14). Hence, the multiple hypothesis test
corresponds to performing M(M   1) pairwise threshold comparisons at each time step.
Note that it is also possible to perform a rejection test which rejects them < M least likely
hypotheses.
5 . 3 The Consensus+Innovations Matrix SPRT
In order to performmultiple hypothesis testing in a distributed sensor network, the concepts
of the CISPRT and theMSPRT are fused. In the proposed Consensus+InnovationsMatrix
Sequential Probability Ratio Test (CIMSPRT) each node k first computes the LLRs for all
hypothesis pairsHm;Hn as
kmn(t) = log

pm(yk(t))
pn(yk(t))

: (5.2)
Next, the LLRs are distributed over the neighborhood and the pairwise test statistics Skmn(t)
are calculated for all hypothesis pairs according to
Skmn(t) =
X
l2Nk
wklS
l
mn(t  1) +
X
l2Nk
wkl
l
mn(t): (5.3)
Now each node k performs an acceptance test according to rule (5.1).
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5 . 4 Expected Runlength of the CIMSPRT
The runlength T of the CIMSPRT is equal to the first time instant t where a hypothesis is
accepted, i.e.,
T = inf

t j Skmn(t)  umn for some m and 8 n 6= m
	
:
Following the line of argument from Section 3.1, the expected runlegth of a pairwise test can
be expressed with the help of the Kullback-Leibler divergenceD(pm j pn) as
Emn [T ]  1
D(pm j pn) ((1  mn) log (mn) + mn log (mn)) :
Since the CIMSPRT decides forHm once the correspondingM   1 pairwise tests have been
successful, the runlength of the entire test is dictated by the slowest of allM 1 pairwise tests.
Hence, we define the expected runlength of the CIMSPRT as the expected runlength of the
slowest pairwise test, i.e.,
Em [T ] = max [Emn [T ]] 8 n 2 f0; : : : ;M   1g and n 6= m:
5 . 5 Robust Vers ions of the CIMSPRT
In order to robustify the CIMSPRT against distributional uncertainties such as outliers, the
two paradigms introduced for sequential binary hypothesis tests in Chapter 4 are applied.
The first robust version of the CIMSPRT considered in this work is the LFD-CIMSPRT.
It is based on the concept of LFDs as detailed in Section 3.3. The test is robustified by replacing
the nominal PDFs in (5.2) with the corresponding LFDs as
k;clippedmn (t) = log

qm(yk(t))
qn(yk(t))

: (5.4)
This operation clips the LLR at certain levels to bound the influence of outliers. Replacing
the pairwise LLR in (5.3) by its clipped counterpart and performing the matrix test at each
node as in (5.1), results in a robust algorithm.
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Considering the paradigm of using robust estimators in the test statistic update as intro-
duced in Section 4.5 and choosing the same estimators yields three robust versions of the
CIMSPRT,namely, theMedian-CIMSPRT, theM-CIMSPRT, and theMyriad-CIMSPRT.
The algorithms are obtained by reformulating (5.3) as
Skmn(t) =
X
l2Nk
wklS
l
mn(t  1) + ^kmn(t); (5.5)
where ^kmn(t) denotes the weighted average of the collective innovations of node k and its
neighborhood for the hypothesis pairHm;Hn at time instant t. Due to the recursive nature of
the update equation, replacing theweighted average ^kmn(t)—which becomes the non-robust
samplemean under equal weighting—automatically robustifies the entire test statistic update.
5 . 6 S imulat ions
In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithms for sequentially testing multiple
hypotheses is analyzed under different network sizesN 2 f15; 30g and connectivity rcom 2
f0:3; 0:6g. Four exemplary networks of this kind are depicted in Figure 5.1. The detectors are
evaluated in the shift-in-mean and shift-in-variance scenarios defined in Section 5.1. In the shift-
in-mean scenario, the test is between four hypothesesHm;m 2 f0; : : : ; 3g of differentmean
m 2 f 2; 1; 1; 2g and equal variance 2 = 4. The shift-in-variance tests are performed
between four zero-meanhypotheseswith2m+2 2 f1; 2; 4; 16g. Furthermore, the required
probability of false alarm is fixed to mn =  = 0:01. For each hypothesis 1;000 Monte
Carlo runs are performed. While it would be preferable to consider a larger number ofMonte
Carlo runs given the considered error probabilities, the number was chosen so as to ensure the
computational complexity to be tractable. The ratio of correct detection and the ARL serve
as performance metrics.
5 .6 . 1 Results for the CIMSPRT
First, the non-robust CIMSPRT is evaluated in a Gaussian environment. The ARL is addi-
tionally compared to the theoretical expected runlength as calculated in Section 5.4.
The simulation results are depicted in Figure 5.2 where the upper row belongs to the shift-
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N = 15
rcom = 0:3
N = 15
rcom = 0:6
N = 30
rcom = 0:3
N = 30
rcom = 0:6
Figure 5.1: Four exemplary networks of different sizeN 2 f15; 30g and connectivity rcom 2 f0:3; 0:6g.
in-mean test and the lower row shows the results for the shift-in-variance test. TheCIMSPRT
clearly meets the required false-alarm probability of  = 0:01 by delivering perfect detection
results for every network configuration in both test scenarios.
In all cases, the difference between the expected runlength and the ARL is one to two time
instants at maximum, which means that the performance of the algorithm can be accurately
predicted beforehand. It can be observed that a higher network connectivity can drastically
reduce the ARL while increasing the network size has only a marginal effect. This holds for
both test scenarios and indicates a favorable scaling probability of the proposed algorithm.
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Figure 5.2: Simulation results for the CIMSPRT in a shift-in-mean test (upper row) and a shift-in-variance test
(lower row).
Furthermore, comparing the ARL of the two tests reveals that in the shift-in-mean test the
decisionbetween any twohypotheses is equally hard as visible fromthe equalARL levels. This
is expected and due to the symmetry of the test. The shift-in-variance test is not symmetric as
confirmed by the different ARL levels. The ARL is equal underH0 andH1, and drops as the
signal variance increases underH2 andH3. This is due to the fact that in a zero-mean shift-
in-variance test, the overlap of the corresponding PDFs is greatest at the origin and decreases
for larger measurement values. Hence, it is easier to match large measurements to the correct
hypotheses.
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Figure 5.3: Simulation results for the LFD-CIMSPRT in a shift-in-mean test. Due to the symmetry, equal
results are obtained forH0/H3 andH1/H2.
5 .6 . 2 Results for the Robust Versions of the CIMSPRT
This section evaluates the performance of the robust versions of the CIMSPRT proposed in
Section 5.5. To this end, outliers of the "-contamination type are considered and one type of
contamination is assumed for all hypotheses, i.e., hm = h  N (0; 81). The contamination
ratio " is swept over the interval [0; 0:45] in the shift-in-mean test and over [0; 0:3] in the shift-
in-variance test.
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Figure 5.4: Simulation results for the Median-CIMSPRT in a shift-in-mean test. Due to the symmetry, equal
results are obtained forH0/H3 andH1/H2.
Shift- in-Mean Test
In the shift-in-mean test, the LFD-CIMSPRT (Figure 5.3) and the three robust-estimator-
based algorithms Median-CIMSPRT (Figure 5.4), M-CIMSPRT(Figure 5.5), and Myriad-
CIMSPRT (Figure 5.6) are compared. In the case of the M-CIMSPRT, Huber’s score func-
tion is chosen with cHub = 1:8. Since the test is symmetric, equal results are obtained under
H0 andH3 as well as underH1 andH2 for all algorithms.
While the LFD-CIMSPRTdelivers perfect detection results under all hypotheses indepen-
dently of the contamination ratio, this comes at the cost of a much higher ARL. The perfor-
mance of the robust-estimator-based detectors is very similar irrespective of the chosen esti-
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Figure 5.5: Simulation results for theM-CIMSPRT in a shift-in-mean test. Due to the symmetry, equal results
are obtained forH0/H3 andH1/H2.
mator. All of these algorithms obtain a constant ratio of correct detection of 1 only forH1
andH2. In this case, the ARL actually drops with increasing contamination since—for the
two middle hypotheses with a mean close to zero—outliers help in making a correct decision.
UnderH0 andH3, between 25 % and 40 % contamination can be tolerated with only small
differences for different estimators and network conditions. Here, the ARL increases with
contamination and spikes just before the performance drop. Network size and connectivity
have the same influence on all proposed algorithms, with the connectivity exhibiting a large,
and the network size a small impact on the ARL.
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Figure 5.6: Simulation results for the Myriad-CIMSPRT in a shift-in-mean test. Due to the symmetry, equal
results are obtained forH0/H3 andH1/H2.
Shift- in-Variance Test
In the shift-in-variance test, the LFD-CIMSPRT and the M-CIMSPRT with Huber’s score
function and cHub = 1:8 are compared. The results are shown in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8,
respectively.
The LFD-CIMSPRT delivers accurate detection results up to a contamination of 10 %
irrespective of network size, connectivity, or underlying hypothesis. In the case whereH3 is
true—i.e., the signal with the largest variance is active—even 20 % outliers can be tolerated.
Again, the strong influence of connectivity on the runlength is visible, while the network size
only has a marginal effect.
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Figure 5.7: Simulation results for the LFD-CIMSPRT in a shift-in-variance test.
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Both algorithms perform similarly with the tolerable amount of contamination depending
on the hypothesis—i.e., on the assumed nominal variance. For the M-CIMSPRT, an addi-
tional dependency of the network properties on the detection performance can be observed
with the connectivity having a larger impact than the network size. UnderH0,H1, andH2,
the ARL of both algorithms increases with contamination. H3 is the easiest test case, where
outliers help to make a correct decision. Hence, the ARL decreases with increasing contami-
nation. As before, the worst-case-optimized LFD-CIMSPRT exhibits a considerably higher
ARL overall than the M-CIMSPRT.
5 . 7 Summary
In this chapter, the CIMSPRT was proposed as a sequential detector for testing multiple
hypotheses in a distributed sensor network. Simulations were run to evaluate its performance
in a shift-in-mean and a shift-in-variance test. Moreover, it was verified that the algorithm’s
runlength can be accurately predicted beforehand.
Furthermore, five robust versions of the CIMSPRT were developed based on LFDs and
robust estimators. The effectiveness of both robustification paradigms was confirmed in a
shift-in-mean and a shift-in-variance scenario. In the former case, the LFD-CIMSPRT was
shown to outperform the robust-estimator-based detectors at the cost of a considerable in-
crease in ARL due to the worst-case optimization. The network density was shown to have a
substantial impact on the ARL while the effect of the network size is negligible. Hence, the
performance of the proposed algorithms scales well with the network size. In the latter case,
both robustification paradigms yield a comparable detection performance on average. In the
robust-estimator-based approach, however, not only the ARL but also the ratio of correct
detection is influenced by the network properties. Due to this fact, a favorable choice of pa-
rameters can lead to the respective algorithm outperforming the LFD-CIMSPRT.
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Figure 5.8: Simulation results for the M-CIMSPRT in a shift-in-variance test.
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6
Evidence-Based Sequential
Hypothesis Testing
Hypothesis tests often have to satisfy several, sometimes contradicting perfor-
mance criteria: Sequential methods are attractive because they can significantly reduce the
amount of data needed to make a reliable decision. A distributed testing architecture is desir-
able due to the inherent scalability and fault tolerance of sensor networks. Finally, deviations
from the Gaussian noise model arising in real-life applications make the design of robust algo-
rithms a crucial task.
The Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence (DST) provides a well-established and power-
ful framework that offers a systematic way of dealing with these different aspects of statistical
decisionmaking [Shafer, 1976]. This chapter applies the concept of evidential probability the-
ory based on the DST to sequential binary hypothesis testing for the first time. To this end,
the same problem as in Section 4.1 is considered. Section 6.1 explains the DST by means of
an example and reviews the underlying mathematics. In Section 6.2, a distributed sequential
detection algorithm based on the DST is proposed. Furthermore, a novel approach for per-
forming the basic probability assignment (BPA)—an integral part of the DST—is developed,
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which is suitable for both shift-in-mean and shift-in-variance tests. Moreover, the proposed
detector is robustified against distributional uncertainties. The simulations in Section 6.3 ver-
ify and evaluate the performance of the algorithm in Gaussian and non-Gaussian noise using
three different BPAmethods.
The contributions presented in this chapter have been published in [Leonard et al., 2018a].
6 . 1 The Dempster - Shafer Theory of Ev idence
The Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence (DST) is a generalization of the Bayesian probabil-
ity theory. Instead of considering probabilities for each possible event or question of interest,
theDSTmakes a statement about the epistemic probability or belief associated with an event
based on the beliefs for a related problem. If and to what degree these beliefs share the math-
ematical properties of probabilities depends on the nature of the related problem. The DST,
furthermore, provides a way to combine the beliefs from multiple independent sources by
means of Dempster’s rule of combination [Shafer, 1976]. The concept is best described by an
example.
Example Say you—or your wife—are pregnant and you are interested in the sex of the
baby. After doing an ultrasound, the gynecologist is sure that you are having a boy. You
belief her 75 %. Contrary to Bayesian probability theory, the remaining 25 % are not auto-
matically attributed to you having a girl. They simply represent the possibility that the doctor
is unreliable, and could point to either sex. You ask yourmidwife for a second opinion. Based
on the pointed form of the belly, she is sure that it is a boy. Since her assessment is not sci-
entific, you only attribute 60 % belief to it. The question of the sex of the baby now boils
down to the question of how reliable the gynecologist and the midwife are. The following
table shows how the evidence is combined by multiplying the beliefs.
gynecologist reliable (75%) gynecologist unreliable (25%)
midwife reliable (60 %) boy (45 %) boy (15 %)
midwife unreliable (40%) boy (30 %) unsure (10 %)
Three of four possible events support the statement that you are having a boy. Adding the
individual beliefs gives you a total belief of 90 %.
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Now say that the midwife changes her mind. This changes the events as follows.
gynecologist reliable (75%) gynecologist unreliable (25%)
midwife reliable (60 %) impossible (45 %) girl (15 %)
midwife unreliable (40%) boy (30 %) unsure (10 %)
It is impossible that both the gynecologist and the midwife are right. Hence, the possible
events have to be rescaled accordingly. This yields the following assignment.
gynecologist reliable (75%) gynecologist unreliable (25%)
midwife reliable (60 %) - girl (27 %)
midwife unreliable (40%) boy (55 %) unsure (18 %)
Thus, you are now 55 % sure your baby is a boy.
The two main ideas of the DST—namely, the extraction of beliefs via association to a re-
lated problem, and the combination of beliefs frommultiple independent sources—make it a
perfect fit for many modern signal processing applications such as smart homes or intelligent
traffic control. Here, the task is to make a statement about a complex event based on the data
from multiple sensors of different kind. Each kind of sensor can only provide data for a re-
lated subproblem. Furthermore, some sensors might be more reliable than others depending
(a) on how close the subproblem is related to the event, and (b) on possible disturbances and
the robustness of the sensors.
The DST is formally defined as follows. Let
 be the so-called frame of discernment—i.e.,
the set of hypotheses under test—with the corresponding power set 2
. The latter contains
all possible subsets of 
—i.e., all possible test outcomes including the empty set ;, which
represents the case where the available information is conflicting, and
, which represents the
remaining uncertainty between the hypotheses. Every element of the power set is assigned a
probability mass according to the BPA
m : 2
 ! [0; 1] such that m(;) = 0;
X
A2

m(A) = 1: (6.1)
The quantity m(A) measures the belief that is committed exactly to outcome A. A belief
function Bel : 2
 ! [0; 1]measures the total belief committed to A by summing over all
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proper subsetsB ofA according to
Bel(A) =
X
BA
m(B):
This gives a lowerboundon the evidencepointing toA. Obviously, ifA is not further divisible
into subsets, it holds thatBel(A) = m(A). In that case, the terms belief and BPA are used
interchangeably. An upper bound on the evidence pointing to A is given by the plausibility
function Pl : 2
 ! [0; 1]with
Pl(A) =
X
A\B 6=;
m(B):
P l sums over all sets that intersect with A, i.e., it contains all evidence that could commit to
A. It holds that 0  Bel  Pl  1.
Beliefs fromtwo independent sourceswithbelief functionsBel1; Bel2 and respectiveBPAs
m1;m2 can be combined as long as they are non-conflicting and their so-called focal elements
A1; : : : ; Ak andB1; : : : ; Bl intersect—i.e., as long as the possible test outcomes overlap. This
can be formulated as
K =
X
i;j
Ai\Bj=;
m1(Ai)m2(Bj) < 1:
The beliefs are combined usingDempster’s rule of combination, which forms their orthogonal
sum according to
Bel(A) = Bel1 Bel2;
= (1 K) 1
X
i;j
Ai\Bj=A
m1(Ai)m2(Bj):
The resulting combined belief is the sum of the belief masses of all intersecting focal elements,
normalized by the summed masses of the non-intersecting—i.e., conflicting—elements. The
beliefs ofN independent, non-conflicting sources can be combined by applying Dempster’s
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rule of combination iteratively, i.e.,
Bel(A) = ((Bel1 Bel2)    )BelN :
6 . 2 Ev idence -Based Distr ibuted Sequential Detec -
t ion
In distributed sequential detection, each node k performs a sequential hypothesis test to de-
cide between the null hypothesisH0 and the alternativeH1. This yields the frame of discern-
ment
 = fH0;H1gwith corresponding power set 2
 = f;;H0;H1;
g. In the following,
three different methods for performing the BPA are presented. Furthermore, it is shown how
the test can be formulated using Dempster’s rule of combination.
6 .2 . 1 Basic Probability Assignment
A straightforward way to perform the BPA in a distributed, binary hypothesis test is to use
the PDF of the measurement at each node [Qihang et al., 2006]. In a Gaussian environment
this yields
mk(t;Hm) = 1p
2m
e
  (yk(t) m)
2
22m ; m 2 f0; 1g;
mk(t;
) = 1 mk(t;H0) mk(t;H1);
(6.2)
withm and m denoting themean and the standard deviation underHm. A graphical repre-
sentation of the BPA-PDF is shown in the first row of Figure 6.1. The left column considers
a shift-in-mean scenario while the right one is concerned with a shift-in-variance test. The
BPA-PDF is not a good choice as most of the mass is assigned to the uncertain event
where
either hypothesis could be true. However, large negative (positive)measurements should lead
to a decision in favor ofH0 (H1) in the shift-in-mean case and always in favor ofH1 in the
shift-in-variance case. Furthermore, the lowest value ofm(
) is reached at yk(t) = 0. This
is counter-intuitive. The detector should be most uncertain about its decision when both
hypotheses are equally likely to be true, as it is the case in the shift-in-mean scenario.
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Figure 6.1: BPA for the power set 2
 = f;;H0;H1;
g in a shift-in-mean test (left column) and a shift-in-
variance test (right column) based on the PDF (first row), the cumulative distribution function (CDF) (second
row) and the CDF of the LLR (third row).
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In [Nguyen-Thanh& Koo, 2009], a BPA based on the CDF of each node’s measurement
is proposed according to
mk(t;H0) = 1 
Z yk(t)
 1
1p
20
e
  (y 0)2
220 dy;
mk(t;H1) =
Z yk(t)
 1
1p
21
e
  (y 1)2
221 dy;
mk(t;
) = 1 mk(t;H0) mk(t;H1):
(6.3)
A graphical representation of theBPA-CDF is given in the second rowof Figure 6.1. This BPA
has twomain advantages over the BPA-PDF. First,mk(H0) andmk(H1) aremonotone func-
tions. This means that the assignment is unique for each yk(t). Second, in shift-in-mean tests,
they are complementary due to the symmetry of the problem. This leads to an intuitive assign-
ment of uncertainty, which is highest at the intersection. In shift-in-variance tests, however,
the BPA-CDF results in negative mk(t;
) since the masses do not sum up to one. Hence,
(6.1) is violated and the BPA-CDF is not a valid BPA in this context.
In this work, a novel way to perform the BPA based on the CDF of the LLR of the mea-
surement is proposed. In the shift-in-mean case, the LLR is Gaussian-distributed and the
BPA-LLR is performed according to
mk(t;H0) = 1 
Z k(t)
 1
1p
2;0
e
  (y ;0)
2
22;0 dy;
mk(t;H1) =
Z k(t)
 1
1p
2;1
e
  (y ;1)
2
22;1 dy;
mk(t;
) = 1 mk(t;H0) mk(t;H1);
(6.4)
where;m and ;m denote themean and standard deviation of the LLR underHm. Details
on how to derive these quantities can be found in Appendix A.1. In the shift-in-variance case,
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the LLR follows a scaled and shifted 21 distribution. Thus,
mk(t;H0) = 1 
Z k(t)
 1
1
b20
f21

   a
b20

d;
mk(t;H1) =
Z k(t)
 1
1
b21
f21

   a
b21

d;
mk(t;
) = 1 mk(t;H0) mk(t;H1);
where
a = log

0
1

;
b =
1
2

1
20
  1
21

;
and f21() denotes the PDF of the chi-squared distribution with one degree of freedom.
The BPA-LLR is illustrated in the third row of Figure 6.1. As visible in the left column,
the BPA-LLR has the same advantages as the BPA-CDF. It even leads to steeper BPA curves
and a narrower 
 region. It is also applicable to shift-in-variance tests as apparent from the
figure in the right column. Bothmk(H0) andmk(H1) are monotone and the uncertainty is
highest at k(t) = 0. These properties make the BPA-LLR most suitable for the considered
applications.
6 .2 . 2 Sequential Detection in a Distributed Sensor Network
At each time instant t, everynodek takes ameasurement andperforms aBPAaccording toone
of the methods from Section 6.2.1. Afterwards, it transmits its belief masses to its neighbors.
In a next step, every node k combines the beliefs of its closed neighborhoodNk as well as the
combined belief from the previous time step usingDempster’s rule of combination according
to
Belcomb(H0; t) = ((Belk(H0)Bell(H0))    )mcomb(H0; t  1); l 2 Nk;
Belcomb(H1; t) = ((Belk(H1)Bell(H1))    )mcomb(H1; t  1); l 2 Nk;
Belcomb(
; t) = 1 Belcomb(H0; t) Belcomb(H1; t):
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A decision is made in favor of one of the hypotheses as soon as one of the corresponding
combinedbeliefs reaches the predefined level of confidence1 . The correspondingdecision
and stopping rule reads as
(t) =
8>>><>>>:
0; Belcomb(H0; t)  1  ;
1; Belcomb(H1; t)  1  ;
continue sampling; otherwise:
(6.5)
6 .2 . 3 Robustifying the Detector
The DST-based sequential detector is robustified using the reliability measure introduced in
[Han et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2014]. To this end, each node k determines themax-min simi-
larity degree of its own belief compared to its neighborhood beliefs according to
&k;l =
P
A2
 min(mk(A);ml(A))P
A2
 max(mk(A);ml(A))
;
&k =
X
l2N ok
&k;l:
Note that the sum is taken over the open neighborhood N ok as defined in Section 2.2. In
words, each node k computes for every neighbor l the quotient between the minimum belief
summedover all possible events, and themaximumbelief summedover all events. This gives a
measure for how thebeliefs of nodek and l deviate. By summingover the openneighborhood,
a measure for the similarity of the beliefs of node k compared to its neighbors is obtained.
The similarity degrees &k of all nodes are collected in vector & and the reliability k of each
node’s belief is calculated as
k =
&k
max(&)
:
When combining the beliefs of its neighborhood, node k updates the belief masses of each
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neighbor l 2 Nk according to
ml (t;H0) = l ml(t;H0);
ml (t;H1) = l ml(t;H1);
ml (t;
) = 1 ml (t;H0) ml (t;H1);
(6.6)
before applying Dempster’s rule of combination. That way, the influence of unreliable or
disturbed neighbors on the decision of node k is downweighted.
6 . 3 S imulat ions
In this section, the performance of the proposed evidence-based sequential detector is evalu-
ated in a Gaussian and a non-Gaussian environment with  = 0:1 and  = 10. To this end,
the shift-in-mean and the shift-in-variance test scenarios from Section 4.1 are considered with
0 =  1, 1 = 1, and 2 = 2, as well as 2n = 1 and 2x = 4, respectively. The BPA is
performed based on the PDF (BPA-PDF), the CDF (BPA-CDF), and the LLR (BPA-LLR)
as proposed in Section 6.2.1. Furthermore, the tests are run with and without applying the re-
liabilitymeasure from Section 6.2.3. A network ofN = 20 nodes with uniformly distributed
x- and y-coordinates on the interval [0; 1] is used. Nodes within a radius of rcom = 0:6 are
neighbors. The required confidence level 1    ranges from 0:7 to 0:99. The ARL and the
ratio of correct detection serve as performance metrics. The results are averaged over 10;000
Monte Carlo runs.
6 . 3 . 1 S imulation Results
The simulation results are depicted in Figure 6.2. The first row shows the results for the shift-
in-mean test, which are equal under both hypotheses due to the symmetry of the problem.
The second and third row show the results for the shift-in-variance test underH0 andH1, re-
spectively. The algorithmusing the BPA-PDF exhibits the largestARLbut achieves an almost
perfect detection result in the shift-in-mean case and in the shift-in-variance case under H0.
UnderH1 the algorithm breaks down since the BPA-PDF always favorsH1 (see Figure 6.1).
Using the BPA-CDF leads to a smaller ARL with a very high ratio of correct detection in the
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Figure 6.2: Simulation results of a shift-in-mean test (first row) and a shift-in-variance test underH0 (second
row) andH1 (third row). We consider the BPA based on the PDF (BPA-PDF), on the CDF (BPA-CDF), and
on the CDF of the LLR (BPA-LLR). The detector is tested with and without reliability (Rel.) The tests are
performed under Gaussian noise and under contaminated noise (cont.).
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shift-in-mean case. The performance degrades in the shift-in-variance case since the beliefs do
not sum up to one.
The proposed BPA-LLR delivers the best results. It always exhibits a very small ARL. In
a Gaussian environment, the detection result is almost perfect in the shift-in-mean case as
well as in the shift-in-variance case underH0. UnderH1, it is still between 0:9 and 1. In the
face of outliers, the performance drops in the first two scenarios but can be restored using
the reliability measure. In the shift-in-variance case underH1, the reliability measure is not
needed because outliers help to make a correct decision.
6 . 4 Summary
In this chapter, a distributed sequential detector based on the DST was proposed and its per-
formance was validated in a shift-in-mean as well as a shift-in-variance scenario. Furthermore,
a novel form of BPA based on the CDF of the LLR was introduced, which works in both
scenarios and outperforms existing BPA methods. Finally, the concept of reliability was suc-
cessfully applied to robustify the proposed detector against distributional uncertainties of the
"-contamination type.
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Conclusions& Outlook
The first part of this dissertationwas concerned with robust sequential detection in
distributed sensor networks. First, a general framework for distributed sequential detection
in binary hypothesis test was developed. The framework was robustified using two different
robustification paradigms—one optimized for the worst case, the other dependent on the
network connectivity. While both paradigms were shown to produce reliable detectors, the
question of which detector is most suited depends on the application at hand. Second, the
framework was extended to multiple hypothesis testing by performing an acceptance test of
hypothesis pairs. It was robustfied using the same paradigms as in the binary case and the
resulting detectors were shown to work reliably. Finally, the sequential binary hypothesis test
was reformulated based on evidence theory and a reliable solution for distributed sequential
detection in this setup was derived.
The problems listed below are possible extensions of this work. Some of them are the topic
of ongoing research.
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7 . 1 Arb itrary Sequential Hypothes i s Tests
In Chapter 4, the CISPRT is formulated such that it is applicable to arbitrary binary hypoth-
esis tests as long as the test statistic is approximately normally distributed. The same holds for
the CIMSPRT in Chapter 5. Hence, it would be interesting to examine other test scenarios
beyond Gaussian shift-in-mean and shift-in-variance tests. In case the test statistic follows a
different distribution, the existence of suitable transformations should be investigated.
In DST-based sequential detection (Chapter 6), the applicability to different test scenarios
is dictated by the employed BPA.Therefore, furthermethods for performing the BPA should
be investigated and—ideally—an optimal method for assigning the probability mass should
be derived. Moreover, the proposed algorithm should be readily extensible to multiple hy-
pothesis testing by performingM(M   1) pairwise tests as in Chapter 5 and reformulating
the stopping and decision rule (6.5) accordingly.
7 . 2 Analys i s of the Impact of Network Propert ies
The simulation results in Section 4.6 and Section 5.6 showed that the performance of the pro-
posed algorithms depends strongly on the network connectivity and weakly on the network
size. A mathematical analysis of the impact of different network properties on the perfor-
mance would be helpful to fully understand and possibly predict the behavior of the detec-
tors. However, the interplay of fully distributed communication, consensus-like averaging,
and robustness make this a non-trivial, potentially intractable task. In case such an analysis
can be done, it would be possible to further improve the robust-estimator-based versions of
the CISPRT and the CIMSPRT by deriving better decision thresholds as commented on in
Section 4.5.
7 . 3 Heterogeneous Sensor Networks
The sensor networks considered in this work are all homogeneous—i.e., all sensor nodes are
of the same type. In many real-world applications such as intelligent traffic control, smart
homes, or health monitoring, however, the challenge is to combine the information from
different kinds of sensors. A first attempt at using the CISPRT—albeit the original form
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that is tailored to Gaussian shift-in-mean tests—in a heterogenous network was presented in
[Sahu&Kar, 2014]. However, heterogeneoushere simply refers to defective and non-defective
sensors of the same kind. Distributed sequential detection in truely heterogeneous networks
is so far an untapped field of research. It is especially interesting in the context of DST-based
hypothesis testing since the combination of information from different sources is one of the
strengths of the DST [Shafer, 1976].
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8
Multi-Target Tracking
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the basic concepts of and issues present in
multi-target tracking, thereby laying the groundwork for the following chapters. First, the
problem of data association is discussed in Section 8.1. Section 8.2 presents the considered
state-space and measurement models. The concept of random finite sets is reviewed in Sec-
tion 8.3. Finally, a review of the PHD and the PHD Filter is given in Section 8.4 and Sec-
tion 8.5, respectively.
The contributions presented here and in the following chapters have been published in
[Leonard& Zoubir, 2019].
8 . 1 Data Associat ion
In a general target tracking scenario involvingmultiple sensors, every sensor obtains a number
of measurements, each of which might stem from the target or clutter in the case of single-
target tracking, and from one of the targets or clutter in multi-target tracking. In order to
select the right measurements to be considered by the tracking algorithm, a validation region
or gate is set up around each predicted target state such that the target measurement falls in
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it with high gate probability. If more than one measurement lies within the validation re-
gion, one faces association uncertainty in determining the measurement that belongs to the
corresponding target. Measurements outside the gate are unlikely to have originated from the
target and can be ignored. In multi-target tracking, intersecting validation regions and the fi-
nite resolution capability of the signal processing unit add additional layers of complexity to
the association problem [Bar-Shalom et al., 2009].
If the number of targets is known, the data association problem can be solved by prepend-
ing a data association step to the tracking algorithm such as the Joint Probabilistic Data Asso-
ciation Filter, or the Multiple Hypothesis Tracker [Reid, 1979]. However, the resource con-
straints in sensor networks might pose a challenge on finding distributed implementations
of these approaches [Oh et al., 2007]. In addition, both algorithms assume a priori knowl-
edge of the number of targets, so that a corresponding number of trackers can be initialized.
Recently, the PHD Filter [Mahler, 2003] has gained increasing attention as a more rigorous
approach based on random finite sets, which is able to deal with an unknown number of
targets that may vary over time. Furthermore, it simplifies the data association problem in
the multi-sensor case and completely circumvents it for the case of only a single sensor since
the identities of the individual targets are not required [Clark, 2006]. For these reasons, the
multi-target tracking algorithms presented in this work are based on this concept.
8 . 2 State - Space and Measurement Model
A linear state-space model—as detailed, e.g., in [Gustafsson et al., 2002]—is considered for
each target at time instant t  0. The target state vector stgt(t) = [xtgt(t); _xtgt(t)]> contains
the target location vectorxtgt as well as the velocity vector _xtgt. For the sake of simplicity, this
work focuses on 2D-environments. The target state evolves according to the state equation
stgt(t) = F (t)stgt(t  1) +G(t)ntgt(t): (8.1)
The matrices F andG as well as the vector ntgt will be explained shortly. Node k obtains a
measurement zk of the target location as given by the measurement equation
zk(t) =Hk(t)s
tgt(t) + 
tgt
k (t); k 2M; (8.2)
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with
M = fm 2 f1; : : : ; Ng j kxm(t)  xtgt(t)k2  rseng ;
denoting the set of all nodesm that are located such that the Euclidean distance between their
locationxm and the target locationxtgt is not greater than their sensing radius rsen. Note that
N is the total number of nodes in the network. Furthermore, ntgt(t)  N (02;1;Q(t)) and

tgt
k (t)  N (02;1;Rk(t)) denote the state and measurement noise processes, respectively,
with the zero-mean vector 02;1 = [0; 0]>. Both noise processes are spatially and temporally
white, as well as uncorrelated with the initial target state stgt(0) and each other for all t. For
the sake of simplicity, a time-invariant measurement noise covariance matrix is chosen as
Rk(t) = Rk = 
2
rI2;
where 2r is the variance of each component of the measurement noise and In denotes the
identity matrix of size n.
In target tracking, the model matrices are usually chosen to be time-invariant [Gustafsson
et al., 2002]. They are given by
F =
"
I2 tI2
02;2 I2
#
; G =
"
t2
2
I2
tI2
#
; Q = 2qI2;
where 02;2 is the 2  2 zero matrix. Furthermore, t is the time step interval in seconds
with which the state-space model progresses. In addition, 2q denotes the variance of a state
noise component. The sensor nodes are assumed to only obtain information on the location
of a target. One common set of measurements that is often found in applications at sea is
the combination of distance and bearing measurements from which an estimate of the target
location can easily be calculated. Since the exact nature of the measured location information
is hardly relevant for the design of a tracker, the focus is rather on how this information is
processed by different tracking algorithms. Therefore, this work considers a measurement
model that is based on the local target location estimates at each node and is applicable to
a wide variety of applications irrespective of the exact measurement quantities. The general
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measurement matrixHk reads as
Hk =
h
I2 02;2
i
:
8 . 3 Random Fin ite Sets
Arandom finite set is an unordered set that is random in the number of its countable elements
as well as in their values [Mahler, 2007; Vo, 2008; Mahler, 2014]. Therefore, this kind of set
is a natural choice for representing the multi-target states and measurements in multi-target
tracking: the state and measurement vectors of all targets are collected in corresponding ran-
dom finite sets [Vo et al., 2003; Vo et al., 2005]. Given the realization t 1 of the sett 1 at
time instant t   1, the multi-target state of the tracking problem can be described by the set
t according to
t = St(t 1) [Bt;
where the survival setSt(t 1) denotes the random finite set of targets that already existed at
time step t 1 and have not exited the region of interest—i.e., the region covered by the sensor
network—in the transition to time step t. In addition, the birth setBt is the random finite set
of new targets that spontaneously appear at the border of the region at time instant t [Mahler,
2003; Vo et al., 2005; Challa et al., 2011]. Note that the statistical behavior of t can be de-
scribed by the conditional probability ftjt 1(t jt 1). Compared to the case of single-target
tracking, ftjt 1(t jt 1) corresponds to the state-transition PDF ftjt 1(stgt(t) j stgt(t 1)).
The multi-target measurement model is given by the sett as
t = t(t) [ Ct(t);
wheret(t) is the random finite set of measurements generated by t. In addition, the set
Ct(t) represents clutter or false alarms. Given a realizationt oft, the statistical behavior
oft is described by the conditional probability ft(t jt), which corresponds to the likeli-
hood ft(z(t) j stgt(t)) in single-target tracking, with z denoting the measurement vector.
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8 . 4 The Probab il ity Hypothes i s Dens ity
In analogy to the single-target case, the optimal Bayesian filter for multi-target tracking recur-
sively propagates the multi-target posterior ftjt(t j0:t) over time, according to
ftjt(t j0:t) =
ft(t jt)ftjt 1(t j0:t 1)R
ft(t j)ftjt 1( j0:t 1)s(d) ;
ftjt 1(t j0:t 1) =
Z
ftjt 1(t j)ft 1jt 1( j0:t 1)s(d);
where0:t denotes the set of all measurements up to time t, and s is a dominating measure
as described in [Vo et al., 2005]. This approach requires the evaluation of multiple integrals,
which makes it even more computationally challenging than its single-target counterpart. A
common solution is to find a set of statistics that yield a good approximation of the posterior,
and propagate them instead [Challa et al., 2011].
In single-target tracking, the twomost familiar statistics are the first- and second-order mo-
ments given by
s^tgt(t j t) =
Z
stgt(t)  ftjt(stgt(t) j z(t)) dstgt(t);
and
C(t j t) =
Z
stgt(t)stgt(t)>  ftjt(stgt(t) j z(t)) dstgt(t):
Assuming higher-order moments are negligible, the posterior ftjt(stgt j z(t)) can be approxi-
mated by a multidimensional Gaussian distribution according to
ftjt(stgt(t) j z(t))  N (s^tgt(t j t);P (t j t));
with covariance matrix
P (t j t) = C(t j t)  s^tgt(t j t)s^tgt(t j t)>:
Insteadof propagating thewhole posterior over time, it is sufficient to propagate s^tgt(t j t) and
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P (t j t), which leads to thewell-knownKalman Filter [Kalman, 1960]. Assuming the second-
order moment is negligible as well, the constant-gain Kalman Filter is obtained, which only
propagates s^tgt(t j t).
The most obvious way of extending this concept to the multi-target case is by computing
the expected valueE [t] as detailed in [Mahler, 2001;Mahler, 2003;Mahler, 2013]. However,
the form of ftjt(t j0:t) varies with the number of targetsNtgt according to
ftjt(t j0:t) =
8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
ftjt(; j0:t); ifNtgt = 0;
ftjt(fstgt1 (t)g j0:t); ifNtgt = 1;
ftjt(fstgt1 (t); stgt2 (t)g j0:t); ifNtgt = 2;
... ...
ftjt(fstgt1 (t); : : : ; stgtn (t)g j0:t); ifNtgt = n;
where ; denotes an empty set, n is the unknown number of targets, and stgtn (t) is the state
vector of target n. Consequently,E [t]would have to be calculated as a sum of expectations
according to
E [t] = ;  ftjt(; j0:t) +
Z
fstgt1 (t)g  ftjt(stgt1 (t) j0:t)dstgt1 (t)
+ : : :+
Z
fstgt1 (t); : : : ; stgtn (t)g  ftjt(stgt1 (t); : : : ; stgtn (t) j0:t)dstgt1 (t) : : : dstgtn (t):
Since addition and subtraction of finite sets are undefined, this operation is undefined as well.
In order to obtain an analogue of the expectation for the multi-target case, one needs to
find a one-to-one transformation function that transforms the realizationt of the random
finite sett of multi-target states into elements (t) of a vector space S [Mahler, 2001]. In
addition, should transform set-theoretic operations into corresponding vector-algebra oper-
ations so that the unionof twonon-overlapping sets corresponds to the additionof their trans-
formations. In this case, one can compute indirect first-ordermoments of the formE [(t)].
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A suitable choice of transformation function is presented in [Mahler, 2001] as
(t) =
X
s
tgt
n (t)2t
(s(t)  stgtn (t));
where s(t) is an arbitrary state vector in the vector spaceS at time step t and (s(t) stgtn (t))
denotes Dirac’s delta function centered at target state stgtn (t). Taking the expectation leads to
the so-called Probability Hypothesis Density (PHD).
The PHDDtjt(s(t)j0:t) is given by
Dtjt(s(t) j0:t) =
X
s
tgt
n (t)2t
Z
(s(t)  stgtn (t))ftjt(s(t) j0:t)s(t);
where
R
f(Y )Y denotes a set integral. The PHD has the following two properties:
1. The expected number of targets N^tgt(t) at time step t is obtained by integrating the
PHD according to
N^tgt(t) =
Z
Dtjt(s(t) j0:t)ds(t):
This is in contrast to PDFs, which always integrate to 1.
2. Estimates of the individual target states canbe foundby searching for the
j
N^tgt
m
highest
peaks of the PHD, where be denotes rounding to the nearest integer.
Because of these two properties, the number of targets as well as their states can be estimated
independently at each time step without any knowledge of their identities. That way, the
data association issue is avoided. However, this also means that PHD filters cannot deliver
the continuous track of a specific target. If continuous tracks are required, an additional as-
sociation step has to be performed. Two possible association algorithms for track continuity
can be found in [Clark, 2006].
8 . 5 The Probab il ity Hypothes i s Dens ity F ilter
The PHD Filter is an approach for recursively propagating the PHDDtjt(s(t) j0:t) at time
step t given measurements up to time step t over time. If the random finite set is Poisson-
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distributed, then its PHD is equal to its intensity function and, hence, a sufficient statistic
[Mahler, 2003]. In this case, the PHD recursion is given by the following prediction and
update equations:
Dtjt 1(s(t) j0:t 1) = bt(s(t)) +
Z
pS(s(t  1))ftjt 1(s(t) j s(t  1))
Dt 1jt 1(s(t  1) j0:t 1)ds(t  1)
(8.3)
Dtjt(s(t) j0:t) =
"
1  pD
+
X
z2t
pDft(z j s(t))
FAcFA(z) + pD
R
ft(z j s(t))Dtjt 1(s(t) j0:t 1)ds(t)
#
Dtjt 1(s(t) j0:t 1)
(8.4)
Note that bt(s(t)) is the PHDof the birth setBt of new targets appearing at time step t. In ad-
dition, pS(s(t 1)) denotes the probability that a target survives the transition from time step
t  1 to t. The probability of survival depends on the previous state s(t  1) because a target
that is close to the border of the region of interest and has a velocity vector pointing away from
it is unlikely to be present at time step t. Furthermore, ftjt 1(s(t) j s(t  1)) and ft(z j s(t))
denote the transition probability and the likelihood, respectively. The probability of detec-
tion pD is constant over time and the tracker’s field of view since it is assumed that all targets
can be detected if the region is covered. The term FAcFA(z) represents Poisson-distributed
false-alarms due to clutter, where FA is the false alarm parameter, which is distributed accord-
ing to its spatial distribution cFA(z).
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DistributedMulti-Target Tracking
Thisworkconsidersdistributedmulti-targettracking in a sensor networkwith
1-coverage of the region of interest, i.e., the sensor nodes have non- or barely overlapping fields
of view and are distributed such that maximum area coverage is attained [Wang et al., 2003].
An exemplary network layoutwith these properties is depicted in Figure 9.1. Autonomous dis-
tribution algorithms for realizing such a topology have been studied in [Balthasar et al., 2014].
The nodes in the network communicate with their neighbors in order to collaboratively de-
tect and track targets in the considered region. In addition, all of the sensors are equipped
with a signal processing unit, allowing them to form decisions without a fusion center. That
way, the network can autonomously react to events such as the detection of an intruder with-
out relying on a network operator. For the sake of simplicity, the network is considered to
be static. However, the consideration of mobile sensor nodes would enable reactions such as
target pursuit or escape.
Since the field of view and communication radius of each node are limited, a target is only
seen by a subset of the network, which changes as the target moves. Hence, at each time
instant, there is an active and an inactive part of the network. The goal, thus, is to detect
and observe the target in a distributed and collaborative fashion as it travels across the region
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Target 1
Target 2
Target 3
Figure 9.1: Distributed sensor network with 1-coverage of the region of interest and three exemplary target
tracks.
of interest, rather than reaching a network-wide consensus on its state and have the estimate
available at each node.
In Section 9.2, the D-PPHDF is introduced as a distributed Particle Filter implementation
of the PHD Filter, which uses neighborhood communication to collaboratively estimate and
track a single-sensor PHDat each node in the active subnetwork. Before going into the details
of the algorithm, the concept of adaptive target birth (ATB) is briefly reviewed in Section 9.1
and the modification considered in this work is discussed. Section 9.3 examines the computa-
tional complexity and communication load of the proposed algorithm. Finally, in Section 9.4,
a method for robustifying the D-PPHDF using robust estimators is presented.
9 . 1 Adapt ive Target Birth
Standard formulations of the PHDFilter consider the PHD bt(s(t)) of the birth setBt to be
known a priori [Ristic et al., 2012]. For typical tracking applications such as air surveillance,
this is a reasonable assumption since new targets should appear at the border of the region
of interest given continuous observation. An alternative is to make the target birth process
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adaptive and measurement-driven as suggested in [Ristic et al., 2010; Ristic et al., 2012]. To
this end, the PHD—and consequently the set of particles and weights approximating it in a
Particle Filter implementation—is split into two densities corresponding to persistent objects,
which have survived the transition from time step t 1 to t, and newborn objects, respectively.
In [Ristic et al., 2010; Ristic et al., 2012], the PHD of newborn objects is approximated by
randomly placing Np new particles around each target measurement, with Np denoting the
number of particles per target. This approach can be improved by only considering measure-
ments with no noticeable impact on any persistent particle weight, as these may indicate the
appearance of a new target. That way, the number of newborn particles is further reduced
and a possible overlap between persistent and newborn PHD is avoided. With the transition
to time step t+1, the newborn particles become persistent. Furthermore, by performing the
ATB step towards the end of each iteration of the algorithm and only considering the parti-
cles representing the persistent PHD in the prediction, weighting, and resampling steps, the
update equation (8.4) does not have to bemodified as in [Ristic et al., 2010; Ristic et al., 2012].
While ATB delays the tracking algorithm by one time step, it is much more efficient as
it only places new particles in regions in which a target is likely to be found. In addition,
there is no need for an explicit initialization step since the first incoming target will trigger the
deployment of a newborn particle cloud around its corresponding measurement.
9 . 2 The Diffus ion Part icle PHD Filter
The proposed Diffusion Particle PHD Filter (D-PPHDF) is an extension of the single-sensor
Particle PHD Filter [Vo et al., 2003; Clark, 2006; Hong et al., 2011] for the multi-sensor
case. Furthermore, it relies on ATB for a more efficient target detection. The communica-
tion scheme employed to exchange measurements and estimates between nodes is inspired
by the two-step communication used in the context of Diffusion Adaptation [Sayed, 2013].
However, the algorithm does not rely on least-mean-squares or any kind of adaptive filter for
that matter. First, each node k in the active part of the network obtains an intermediate es-
timate of the states of the targets present, i.e., of the PHD of persistent targets—represented
by the set
n
spk;pers(t); w
p
k;pers(t)
oNk;pers(t)
p=1
of persistent particles with corresponding weights—
based on neighborhood measurements. In other words, every active node runs a separate
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Particle PHD Filter with access to measurements from its closed neighborhoodNk. Second,
it combines the intermediate estimates from its neighborhood to a final, collaborative esti-
mate. To this end, the persistent particle sets of all neighbors are merged into a collective set
spk;coll(t); w
p
k;coll(t)
	Nk;coll(t)
p=1
of persistent neighborhoodparticles and correspondingweights
before the clustering step, withNk;coll(t) denoting the number of collective persistent neigh-
borhood particles.
The individual steps of the D-PPHDF are as follows:
• Merging:
The collective persistent neighborhood particles spk;coll(t   1) and newborn particles
spk;new(t 1) of node k are collected in the sets

spk;coll(t  1); wpk;coll(t  1)
	Nk;coll(t 1)
p=1
and

spk;new(t  1); wpk;new(t  1)
	Nk;new(t 1)
p=1
with their respective weights wpk;coll(t  
1) andwpk;new(t 1). These sets aremerged to become

spk;tot(t); w
p
k;tot(t)
	Nk;tot(t)
p=1
, i.e.,
the total set of particles and weights of node k at time step t. Here,Nk;tot(t) is the total
number of particles of node k at time step t, which is given by
Nk;tot(t) = Nk;coll(t  1) +Nk;new(t  1);
with Nk;coll(t   1) and Nk;new(t   1) denoting the respective number of persistent
neighborhood and newborn particles at the previous time step. Note that since the sets
of particles and weights represent PHDs, merging the sets corresponds to summing
these PHDs.
• Predicting:
Each particle is propagated through the system model to become a persistent particle.
The system model is assumed to be the same for each target and given by (8.1). Since
the process noise is captured by the spread of the particle cloud, the respective term can
be removed from the equation, yielding
spk;pers(t) = Fs
p
k;tot(t); p = 1; : : : ; Nk;tot(t): (9.1)
The corresponding weights are multiplied with the probability of survival pS, which is
assumed to be constant for the sake of simplicity*, according to
wpk;pers(t j t  1) = pSwpk;tot(t); p = 1; : : : ; Nk;pers(t): (9.2)
*A constant probability of survival pS is a reasonable assumption if the targets move relatively slowly with
respect to the observation time and the size of the region of interest.
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The prediction of particles and weights corresponds to the second term in (8.3).
• Measuring& Broadcasting I:
The sensor nodes obtain measurements of the targets and forward them to their neigh-
bors.
• Weighting:
The persistent particle weights of node k are updated by applying a weighting step
corresponding to (8.4) iteratively for each neighbor. Using the product operator, this
weighting step can be compactly denoted as
wpk;pers(t) =
Y
l2Nk
"
1  pD +
X
zj2lt
wpk;j;update(t)
#
wpk;pers(t j t  1); (9.3)
with
wpk;j;update(t) =
pDft(zj jxp(t))
FAcFA(zj) + L(zj) ; (9.4)
wherelt is the set of measurements obtained by node l andL(zj) is calculated as
L(zj) =
Npk;pers(t)X
q=1
pDft(zj jxq(t))wqk;pers(t j t  1): (9.5)
Note that ft(zj jxp(t)) is the likelihood and xp(t) is the location vector of particle p.
Afterwards, each node k obtains the set ki;cand of candidate measurements—i.e., mea-
surements that are not responsible for the highest weighting of any persistent particle—
to be used in the ATB step later on. The setki;cand is found according to
ki;cand = 
k
t n
n
zmp
mp = argmax
j
wpk;j;update(t); p = 1; :::; Nk;pers(t)
o
: (9.6)
• Resampling:
Each node k calculates its own expected number of targets N^k;tgt(t) from its total per-
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sistent particle mass according to
N^k;tgt(t) =
6664Nk;tot(t)X
p=1
wpk;pers(t)
3777 : (9.7)
Consequently, the number of persistent particles of node k is updated as
Nk;pers(t) = N^k;tgt(t)Np:
Furthermore, the set of persistent particles of node k has to be resampled by drawing
Nk;pers(t) particles with replacement from it. Note that the probability of drawing par-
ticle p is given by w
p
k;pers(t)
N^k;tgt(t)
since the weights do not sum to unity. Then, the weights are
reset to equal values as
wpk;pers(t) =
N^k;tgt(t)
Nk;pers(t)
; p = 1; : : : ; Nk;pers(t): (9.8)
• Broadcasting II:
Every node k transmits
n
spk;pers(t); w
p
k;pers(t)
oNk;pers(t)
p=1
—i.e., its set of resampled persis-
tent particles and weights—to its neighbors.
• Clustering:
Each node k forms a collective set of persistent neighborhood particles spk;coll(t) and
corresponding weightswpk;coll(t) according to

spk;coll(t); w
p
k;coll(t)
	Nk;coll(t)
p=1
=
[
l2Nk
n
spl;pers(t); w
p
l;pers(t)
oNl;pers(t)
p=1
;
with
Nk;coll(t) =
X
l2Nk
Nl;pers(t);
denoting the number of collective persistent neighborhood particles of node k. As in
the merging step, this corresponds to summing the corresponding PHDs to obtain an
updated single-sensor PHD with a probability distribution reflecting the information
of the entire neighborhood of node k. Note that the PHDsmight not be independent
if a target is detected by more than one neighbor. However, this is not a problem since
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merging the particle sets simply results in the respective target being represented by
more particles. Hence, node kwill be able to estimate the corresponding locationmore
accurately.
The estimated target states are found by clustering the collective persistent particles.
Since the expected number of targets N^l;tgt(t); l 2 Nk might be different for each
neighbor, hierarchical clustering of the single-linkage type [Everitt et al., 2011] is used.
Here, the sum of the expected number of targets over the neighborhood can serve as an
upper bound for the number of clusters. Note, however, that if two targets are close to
each other, clustering algorithms might not be able to resolve both targets correctly.
• Roughening:
A roughening step is performed to counter sample impoverishment [Gordon et al.,
1993]. To this end, an independent jitter sj(t) is added to every resampled particle.
Each component sjc(t); c = 1; : : : ; d of the jitter with dimensionality d is sampled
from the Gaussian distributionN (0; (jc(t))2). The component-wise standard devia-
tion of the jitter is given by
jc(t) = KEcNk;coll(t)
 1=d; (9.9)
where Ec is the interval length between the maximum and minimum samples of the
respective component. To avoid evaluatingEc separately for each particle cluster, it is
assigned an empirically found constant value.* Note that d = 4 since the dimension-
ality of the jitter vector sj(t) and the particle state vector sp(t) have to coincide. In
addition,K is a tuning constant, which controls the spread of the particle cloud.
• Adaptive Target Birth:
Np newparticles are placed randomly around each candidatemeasurementzj 2 ki;cand
leading to a total number ofNk;new(t) = Np  jki;candj newborn particles for node k.
Every newborn particle is associated with a weight that is chosen according to
wpk;new(t) =
pB
Npk;new(t)
; p = 1; : : : ; Nk;new(t); (9.10)
where pB is the probability of birth. Depending on the application, pB can depend on
time as well as on the location of the respective particle. For simplicity, the probability
that a new target enters the region of interest is assumed to be equal for all locations
*Since the noise variances as well as the network topology are fixed, the true value of Ec will not change
significantly over time and between clusters, so this is a valid simplification.
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Target 1
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Figure 9.2: Example of tracking three targets with the D-PPHDF. The small colored dots represent the target
location estimates obtained by the respective node with the same color. The light gray dots show the collective
measurements obtained by all nodes in the network.
in the birth region over time. The target birth process corresponds to the first term in
(8.3).
Figure 9.2 shows an example of tracking three targets, which move along the deterministic
tracks depicted in Figure 9.1, using the D-PPHDF. Note that each small colored dot corre-
sponds to a target location estimate obtained by the respective nodewith the same color while
the light graydots represent the collectivemeasurements fromall nodes. Fromthis illustration,
the following properties of theD-PPHDF are apparent: First, the algorithm only delivers sep-
arate location estimates—represented by the small colored dots—for each time instant rather
than continuous tracks, which—asmentioned before—is a common property of PHD filters.
Second, the network as a whole would be able to correctly track all three targets while a single
node only obtains the locally relevant subtracks of the targets in its vicinity. Third, the em-
ployed two-step communication scheme is able to extend the vicinity of a node far beyond its
own sensing radius of rsen = 6m in this case. This can, for instance, be seen from the fact that
the light green node at the bottom left of the network is able to obtain location estimates of
target 2, which enters the region of interest from the south. Finally, Figure 9.2 also illustrates
the resolution problem of clustering. When targets 1 and 2, which enter the region from the
north and the south, respectively, cross paths, the nodes in their vicinity see them as just one
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target. This leads to an aggregation of target location estimates around the crossing point.
The pseudo-code of the D-PPHDF can be found in Appendix B.1.
9 . 3 Computational Complex ity and Communicat ion
Load
In this section, the computational complexity and the communication load imposed by the
D-PPHDF on each node in the active subnetwork is investigated. The following steps are
performed at every time instant t but time dependency is omitted for simplicity. Note that
each of the steps scales with the number of active nodes when considering the computational
complexity of the network as a whole.
• Prediction:
The prediction step described in (9.1) and (9.2) is performed for each particle at every
active node. Hence, it scales with the number of particlesNk;tot and the dimensionality
d of the particle vectors. In order to obtain a tractable expression for the computational
complexity, each node is assumed to have the same number of particlesNtot.
) O(Ntotd)
• Weighting:
Each particle is updated in theweighting step given by (9.3)-(9.6). Theweight update as
well as the designation of candidate measurements for ATB depends on the neighbor-
hood size jNkjofnodek, and thenumberofmeasurements
lof eachof its neighbors
l. For tractability reasons, each node is assumed to have the same number of neighbors
Nnb, and to obtain the same number of measurementsNmeas.
) O(NtotNnbNmeas)
• Resampling:
The estimation of the number of targets and the resampling step in (9.7) and (9.8) are
linear in the number of particles used for the calculation [Gustafsson, 2010]. For the
sake of simplicity, each active node is assumed to have the same estimate of the number
of targetsNtgt.
) O(Ntot +NactiveNtgtNp)
• Clustering:
The complexity of single-linkage clustering is cubic in the number of particles, i.e., in
the number of neighborsNnb of each node, the estimated number of targetsNtgt, the
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number of particles per targetNp, and the dimensionality d of the particles [Murtagh,
1983].
) O((NnbNtgtNpd)3)
• Roughening:
Roughening (9.9) is performed for every collective particle and is linear in the dimen-
sionality of the particles.
) O(NnbNtgtNpd)
• Adaptive Target Birth:
The birth process depends on the number of particles per targetNp as well as the num-
ber of candidatemeasurementsNcand, which is assumed to be equal for each active node
to ensure tractibility.
) O(NpNcand)
As far as the communication load is concerned, theD-PPHDF requires the broadcasting of
measurements—i.e., two scalars permeasurement—over the neighborhood in the first broad-
casting step. In the second step, the sets of particles andweights—i.e., five scalars per particle—
are transmitted. Clearly, the communication load strongly depends on the number of nodes
in the network, ormore precisely on the number of active nodes and the size of their respective
neighborhood.
As an extension of the D-PPHDF, one could think of changing the second broadcasting
step and transmit Gaussian Mixture Model representations—instead of the actual particles
and weights—that will be resampled at the receiver node (see, e.g., [Vo&Ma, 2006]). That
way, communication load could be reduced to transmitting only a few scalars in the second
broadcasting step at the cost of estimation accuracy and additional computational complexity.
However, a thorough treatment of this extension is beyond the scope of this work.
9 . 4 Robust Vers ions of the Diffus ion Part icle
PHD Filter
In the first part of the thesis, two different paradigms for robustifying distributed sequen-
tial detectors were introduced, namely, LFDs—as detailed in Section 4.4—and robust estima-
tors—as detailed in Section 4.5. As will be evident shortly, the formulation of the D-PPHDF
allows for the use of the latter paradigm also in the context of multi-target tracking.
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Outlying measurements can have a considerable impact on the weighting step of the D-
PPHDF since this is where a decision on the importance of each individual particle is made. If
themeasurement set contains outliers, particles that would normally vanish in the resampling
step are assigned a certain weight that causes them to be resampled and remain as viable target
locations. Therefore, the weighting step is where the robustification has to take place.
The weight update wpk;j;update(t) as defined in (9.4) is calculated for every measurement
taken by the closed neighborhood of node k at time t. In (9.3), the sum of all of these up-
date terms is taken. By interpreting the sum as a sample mean weighted by the number of
measurements, the update equation becomes
wpk;pers(t) =
Y
l2Nk
"
1  pD + jltj w^pk;update(t)
#
wpk;pers(t j t  1); (9.11)
with
w^pk;update(t) =
1
jltj
X
zj2lt
wpk;j;update(t):
To robustify (9.11), the sample mean w^pk;update can be replaced by a robust estimator. This
work focuses on the median—as given in Section 2.1.2—and the M-estimator with Huber’s
score function—as detailed in Section 2.1.3. The two resulting robust distributed tracking al-
gorithms will be referred to as Median-D-PPHDF andM-D-PPHDF, respectively. As in the
first part of the thesis, this method is expected to work reliably as long as the network is dense
enough such that the weighted average is taken over a sufficiently large amount of measure-
ment data. As mentioned in Section 4.5, the interplay of a distributed network architecture,
averaging of neighborhood information, and robustification make a thorough analysis of the
effects of the network density an intricate task that is beyond the scope of this work.
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10
CentralizedMulti-Target Tracking
This chapter is concernedwithmulti-targettracking in a centralized sensor net-
work with fusion center. To this end, a centralized version of the D-PPHDF is proposed in
Section 10.1. Its computational complexity and communication load is investigated in Sec-
tion 10.2.
1 0 . 1 The Multi - Sensor Part icle PHD Filter
The proposed MS-PPHDF is a centralized, multi-sensor Particle PHD Filter that relies on a
fusion center with access to the measurements of all nodes in the network. It is based on the
formulation of the single-sensor Particle PHD Filter in [Vo et al., 2003; Clark, 2006; Hong
et al., 2011] but with an extended measurement set comprising the measurements of the en-
tire network. Hence, one might obtain more than one measurement per target—a change to
the typical assumption in target tracking that each target produces at most one measurement
[Bar-Shalom et al., 2011]. To account for this change, a pre-clustering step is added before the
weighting step, and the weight update is changed accordingly. A similar partitioning of the
measurement set is used in extended target tracking, where a sensor can receive multiple tar-
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get reflections due to the target’s physical extent [Granstrom&Orguner, 2012; Granstrom et
al., 2014].
In the following, the individual steps of the algorithm are given in detail:
• Merging:
The sets
n
sppers(t  1); wppers(t  1)
oNpers(t 1)
p=1
and fspnew(t  1); wpnew(t  1)gNnew(t 1)p=1
consist of the persistent and newborn particles, sppers(t 1) andspnew(t 1), respectively,
at time step t   1 with their respective weights wppers(t   1) and wpnew(t   1). These
sets are merged to become the total set fsptot(t); wptot(t)gNtot(t)p=1 of particles and weights
at time step t. Here,Ntot(t) is the total number of particles at time step t, which is given
by
Ntot(t) = Npers(t  1) +Nnew(t  1);
with Npers(t   1) and Nnew(t   1) denoting the respective number of persistent and
newborn particles at the previous time step.
• Predicting:
As in the D-PPHDF, each particle is propagated through the system model according
to
sppers(t) = Fs
p
tot(t); p = 1; : : : ; Npers(t) = Ntot(t); (10.1)
to become a persistent particle. The corresponding weights are multiplied with the
probability of survival pS as
wppers(t j t  1) = pSwptot(t); p = 1; : : : ; Npers(t): (10.2)
• Measuring:
The sensor nodes obtain measurements of the targets.
• Pre-Clustering:
Since there might be more than one measurement per target, the measurements of the
entire network are pre-clustered before the weighting step and each measurement is
assigned a label C(z) that reflects the cardinality of its own cluster. This can be done,
for instance, using single-linkage clustering [Everitt et al., 2011]. The clustering is based
on the distance between measurements, i.e., spatially close measurements are assumed
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to stem from the same target. Hence, when two or more targets are too close to each
other, cardinality errors may occur.
• Weighting:
All available target measurements, which comprise the set t, are used to update the
persistent particle weights according to
wppers(t) =
"
1  pD +
X
zj2t
wpj;update(t)
#
wppers(t j t  1); (10.3)
with
wpj;update(t) =
pDft(zj jxp(t))
(FAcFA(zj) + L(zj))C(zj) ; (10.4)
and
L(zj) =
Npers(t)X
q=1
pDft(zj jxq(t))wqpers(t j t  1): (10.5)
Note that—in contrast to the D-PPHDF—the weighting step is applied only once us-
ing the entire set ofmeasurements. Therefore—and since theremight bemore thanone
measurementper target—onehas to ensure that theweight update termswpj;update—and
consequently the particle weights—still sum to the number of targets present. This is
done by normalizing (10.4) withC(zj)—i.e., the cardinality of the cluster towhich the
current measurement zj belongs.
Afterwards, the set i;cand of candidate measurements for the ATB step is formed ac-
cording to
i;cand = tn
n
zmp
 mp = argmax
j
wpj;update(t); p = 1; :::; Npers(t)
o
: (10.6)
• Resampling:
The expected number of targets N^tgt(t) is calculated from the total persistent particle
mass as
N^tgt(t) =
6664Ntot(t)X
p=1
wppers(t)
3777 : (10.7)
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Consequently, the number of persistent particles is updated according to
Npers(t) = N^tgt(t)Np:
Furthermore, the set of persistent particles is resampled by drawing Npers(t) particles
with probability w
p
pers(t)
N^tgt(t)
. Then, the weights are reset to equal values as
wppers(t) =
N^tgt(t)
Npers(t)
; p = 1; : : : ; Npers(t): (10.8)
• Clustering:
In contrast to the D-PPHDF, there is only one estimate of the expected number of
targets. Hence, k-means clustering [MacQueen, 1967] can be used to find the estimated
target states by grouping the resampledparticles into N^tgt(t) clusters and calculating the
centroid of each cluster.
• Roughening:
Roughening is performed analogously to the D-PPHDF.
• Adaptive Target Birth:
Np newparticles are placed randomly around each candidatemeasurementzj 2 i;cand
yielding a total number ofNnew(t) = Np  ji;candj newborn particles. The correspond-
ing weights are chosen according to
wpnew(t) =
pB
Nnew(t)
; p = 1; : : : ; Nnew(t);
where pB is the probability of birth.
The pseudo-code of the MS-PPHDF is given in Appendix B.2.
1 0 . 2 Computational Complex ity and Communica -
t ion Load
In this section, the computational complexity and the communication loadof theMS-PPHDF
are analyzed. The following steps are performed at every time instant t but time dependency
is omitted for simplicity:
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• Prediction:
The prediction step described by (10.1) and (10.2) is performed for each of theNtot par-
ticles and is linear in the dimensionality d.
) O(Ntotd)
• Pre-Clustering:
The pre-clustering step relies on single-linkage clustering. The complexity is therefore
cubic in the total number of measurementsNmeas [Murtagh, 1983].
) O(N3meas)
• Weighting:
Each particle is updated in the weighting step given by (10.3)-(10.6). Theweight update
as well as the designation of candidate measurements for ATB depends on the number
of measurementsNmeas = jj.
) O(NtotNmeas)
• Resampling:
The estimation of the number of targets and the resampling step in (10.7)-(10.8) are
linear in the number of particles used for the calculation [Gustafsson, 2010].
) O(Ntot +NtgtNp)
• Clustering:
In contrast to the D-PPHDF, k-means clustering is used. The complexity of Lloyd’s
implementation is given in [Inaba et al., 1994] as
) O((NtgtNp)dNtgt+1 log(NtgtNp))
• Roughening:
Roughening is linear in the dimensionality of the particles and their number.
) O(NtgtNpd)
• Adaptive Target Birth:
The birth process depends on the number of particles per targetNp as well as the num-
ber of candidate measurementsNcand.
) O(NpNcand)
To summarize, the computational complexity of the MS-PPHDF is largely comparable
to that of the D-PPHDF. The only exception is the pre-clustering step, which scales cubicly
with the total number of measurements and adds additional complexity to the algorithm. As
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a tradeoff, the communication load of the MS-PPHDF clearly is lower compared to the D-
PPHDF because there is only the initial transmission of measurements from the nodes to the
fusion center. However—considering a setup with relatively small communication radii—,
this initial communication step requires a lot of relaying and leads to high traffic density in
the vicinity of the fusion center. Furthermore, this communication structure exhibits a single
point of failure while a distributed sensor network is inherently redundant.
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Performance Evaluation
This chapter is dedicated to the performance evaluation of the proposed dis-
tributed and centralized tracking algorithms. The trackers are compared to the alternative dis-
tributed Particle PHDFilter from [Uney et al., 2010], which will be referred to as Distributed
Data Fusion Particle PHDFilter (DDF-PPHDF).Here, each node runs its ownParticle PHD
Filter using only its own measurements. In a subsequent step, the particles are distributed
over the neighborhood and reweighted by fusing their corresponding Exponential Mixture
Densities.
In Section 11.1, a review of the Optimal Subpattern Assignment (OSPA) metric is given,
which will serve as a performance metric in the simulations. Furthermore, a distributed ver-
sion of the Posterior Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (PCRLB) is derived in Section 11.2 to bench-
mark the performance of the different tracking algorithms. Section 11.3 presents the simula-
tion results under Gaussian measurement noise of different variance. Furthermore, "-conta-
minated noise with different contamination ratios is considered to examine the robustness of
the algorithms. In addition, the performance for different amounts of clutter is analyzed.
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1 1 . 1 The Optimal Subpattern Ass ignment Metric
The Optimal Subpattern Assignment (OSPA) metric is a consistent metric for the perfor-
mance-evaluation of multi-object filters [Schuhmacher et al., 2008]. Assume that k is the
set of all permutations on f1; 2; :::; kg for k 2 N, and X = fx1; :::; xmg as well as Y =
fy1; :::; yng are finite subsets of the closed and bounded observation windowW  RN with
m;n 2 N0;m  n. The pth-order OSPAmetric d(c)p with cut-off c > 0 and 1  p <1 is
calculated as
d(c)p (X;Y ) =
 
1
n
 
min
2k
mX
i=1
d(c)(xi; y(i))
p + cp(n m)
!! 1
p
;
where
d(c)(x; y) = min(c; d(x; y));
is an arbitrary distance metric—e.g., the Euclidean distance—between x; y 2 W with an up-
per bound at the value c. In other words, the OSPA metric finds them-point subpattern or
subset of Y that is closest toX in terms of the pth-order Wasserstein distance [Hoffmann&
Mahler, 2004], resulting in an optimal point assignment. Each point is assigned the corre-
sponding distance value cut off at c. Points in Y without a corresponding partner inX are
simply assigned the cut-off value c. Finally, the pth-order average of all values is computed.
1 1 . 2 The Distr ibuted Poster ior Cramér -Rao Lower
Bound
Rather than evaluating theperformanceof thedifferentmulti-target tracking algorithms solely
based on an errormetric, itmakesmore sense to derive aminimumvariance bound on the esti-
mation error, which enables an absolute performance evaluation. For time-invariant statistical
models, the most commonly used bound is the Cramér-Rao Lower Bound, which is given by
the inverse of Fisher’s information matrix [Kay, 1993]. In [Braca et al., 2012] and [Braca et
al., 2013], the Cramér-Rao Lower Bound is used in the context of multi-sensor multi-target
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tracking of an unknown number of unlabeled targets in order to evaluate the performance as
well as prove the asymptotic efficiency of the PHD as the number of nodes goes to infinity.
Since the focus of this work is on the tracking behavior of a fixed network over time, the Pos-
terior Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (PCRLB)—an extension of the Cramér-Rao Lower Bound
for the time-variant case [Van Trees, 2004]—is considered in the sequel. This bound can be
calculated sequentially with the help of a Riccati-like recursion derived in [Tichavsky et al.,
1998]. Furthermore, in [Hue et al., 2002a; Hue et al., 2002b; Hue et al., 2002c], the PCRLB
is adapted for a multi-target tracking scenario in which the tracker can obtain more than one
measurement per target.
Let mt ;m = 1; :::;M denote the probability that any measurement is associated with tar-
getm at time instant t. With the corresponding stochastic processmt , the new stochastic pro-
cess of associationprobabilities and target states tobe estimatedbecomest =
 
1:Mt ;
1:M
t

.
Fisher’s information matrix Jt =
"
Jt J
t
t
Jtt Jt
#
can now be formed as described in [Hue et
al., 2002a; Hue et al., 2002b; Hue et al., 2002c]. However, as the number of targets varies
over time—i.e., targets might enter or exit the region of interest—, Jt has to be expanded or
shrunk in the inverse matrix domain as described in [Bessell et al., 2003]. The PCRLBBt at
time instant t can be obtained as the trace of the inverted submatrix Jt according to
Bt = trace
n
Jt   JttJ 1t Jtt
 1o
:
Note that—in a distributedmulti-target tracking scenario—Bt corresponds to a lower bound
on the estimation error of a central processing unit with access to all measurements. To ac-
count for completely distributed multi-target tracking scenarios with in-network processing,
the PCRLB is extended to the Distributed Posterior Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (DPCRLB)
as follows.
To obtain the DPCRLB, each node k computes its own PCRLBBkt considering only the
measurements of its two-hop neighborhood, which is given by
N (2)k =
[
l2Nk
Nl;
i.e., the neighbors of node k and their neighbors. Furthermore, only the targets within the
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Variable Value Description
t 1 s time step of the tracking algorithm
N 30 number of nodes
NMC 1;000 number of Monte Carlo runs
2r 0:1; 0:3m2 componentwise power of measurement noise
2q 0:01m2 componentwise power of state noise
" 0:1; 0:3 contamination ratio
rcom 2rsen communication radius
rsen 6m sensing radius
Ec 6 empirical interval length for jitter
K 0:2 tuning constant for roughening
Np 500 number of particles per target
pB 0:8 probability of birth
pD 0:95 probability of detection
pS 0:98 probability of survival
FA 0:1; 0:3 average number of false alarms / clutter
cFA(z)
1
r2sen
PDF of false alarms / clutter (uniform)
c 2 cut-off value of the OSPAmetric
p 2 order of the OSPAmetric
Table 11.1: Overview of the parameters used in the simulations for evaluating the performance of the proposed
tracking algorithms.
sensing range ofNk are taken into account. Clearly, only nodes with a neighborhood in the
vicinity of at least one target will be able to calculate a PCRLB. The DPCRLBBt;dist at time
instant t is then obtained by averaging over these values according to
Bt;dist =
1
jMj
X
k2M
Bkt ;
whereM is the set of all nodes that are able to compute a PCRLB.
1 1 . 3 S imulat ions
In the following simulations, a static sensor network as depicted in Figure 9.1 is used to per-
form multi-target tracking. The network is centered around the point of origin [0; 0]> and
distributed such that 1-coverage of the region of interest is guaranteed. It covers an area of ap-
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proximately 2500m2. Clutter is assumed Poisson and uniformly distributed over the sensing
range of each node with an average rate of FA = 0:1 and 0:3. Moreover, Gaussian measure-
ment noise with variance 2r = 0:1 and 0:3 as well as "-contaminated noise with a ten-times
higher variance and a contamination rate of " = 0:1 and 0:3 are considered. The objective
is to track three targets for t = 0; : : : ; 30. The targets enter the region of interest at time
steps t 2 f0; 9; 14g from the north, south, and west, respectively. The target trajectories as
shown in Figure 9.1 are deterministic as is often the case in target tracking simulations. This
guarantees the comparability of the different Monte Carlo runs regarding, for instance, the
number of targets present [Bessell et al., 2003]. NMC = 1;000 Monte Carlo runs are per-
formed to evaluate the performance of the tracking algorithms in terms of the OSPA metric
and the estimated number of targets. The latter is computed with respect to the joint set of
target state estimates of the entire active network, which is found by clustering the target state
estimates of all active nodes. To be able to use the DPCRLB as a benchmark, the OSPAmet-
ric is squared and scaled by the number of targets as proposed in [Braca et al., 2013]. For the
sake of simplicity, collisions between targets and sensor nodes are neglected. An overview of
all simulation parameters is given in Table 11.1.
In the following, three different simulations are performed. In Section 11.3.1, the perfor-
mance of the MS-PPHDF and the D-PPHDF is compared to that of the alternative DDF-
PPHDF and to theDPCRLB.Measurement noise is zero-meanGaussian with variance 2r =
0:1; 0:3 and the clutter rate is fixed to 0:1. The second simulation in Section 11.3.2 evaluates
the performance of the MS-PPHDF, the D-PPHDF, and the DDF-PPHDF under a higher
clutter rate of 0:3. The final simulation in Section 11.3.3 is dedicated to examining the ro-
bustness of the tracking algorithms in the face of "-contaminated noise with 10% and 30%
contamination and different clutter rates. To this end, the D-PPHDF is not only compared
to the MS-PPHDF and the DDF-PPHDF but also to its robust variants Median-D-PPHDF
andM-D-PPHDF.
1 1 . 3 . 1 S imulation I : Gaussian Noise and Low Clutter
The simulation results are depicted in Figure 11.1. While the upper row considers zero-mean
Gaussian measurement noise with a per-component variance of 2r = 0:1, the lower row
shows the results for 2r = 0:3. The left column shows the squared and scaled OSPA metric
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MS-PPHDF D-PPHDF DDF-PPHDF DPCRLB / true number of targets
Figure 11.1: Results for Simulation I with Gaussian noise of variance 2r = 0:1; 0:3 and clutter rate FA =
0:1. The left part of the figure shows the squared and scaled OSPA metric for each algorithm compared to the
DPCRLB, while the right part compares the estimated to the true number of targets.
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Figure 11.2: Results for Simulation I with Gaussian noise of variance 2r = 0:1; 0:3 and clutter rate FA = 0:1
(zoomed in). The squared and scaled OSPAmetric of each algorithm is compared to the DPCRLB.
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over time compared to theDPCRLB.The estimated number of targets is depicted in the right
column. Since the OSPA metric contains a penalty for an erroneous estimate of the number
of targets, this side-by-side comparison facilitates the interpretation of the tracking results.
First, consider the case of 2r = 0:1 in the upper row. It can be observed that neither track-
ing algorithmprovides anOSPA value or an estimate of the number of targets for t = 0. This
is expected and due to ATB, which initializes new particle clouds based on the measurements
from the previous time step. Thus, target birth is delayed by one time step and tracking can
only be performed for t > 0. The same effect can be witnessed at t = 9 and t = 14, re-
spectively, which mark the time instants at which targets 2 and 3 enter the region of interest.
Here, theOSPA curves of all trackers exhibit a spike, which is due to the fact that the newborn
particles are not yet considered in the tracker and, hence, the number of estimated targets is
too low.
Another sudden rise of all the OSPA curves can be observed in the time interval 20  t 
24 with a valley at t = 22. Looking at the estimated number of targets, this phenomenon
can be attributed to the fact that only two of the three targets are recognized by the tracking
algorithms. Since the target trajectories are deterministic, targets 2 and 3 are known to cross
paths in the given time interval. Due to the inability of the clustering algorithm to separate
strongly overlapping sets of measurements, the two targets merge into one as long as they are
close to each other. When the two targets occupy almost exactly the same position—i.e., at
i = 22—, the OSPA metric decreases due to the decrease in measurement variance. As the
targets drift apart, the variance and with it the OSPA metric increases up to the point where
the two targets can be recognized as separate again and the corresponding penalty is switched
off.
From the left picture in the upper row it is evident that the centralized MS-PPHDF and
the distributed D-PPHDF achieve approximately the same performance with OSPA values
closely approaching theDPCRLBwhen thenumber of targets stays constant. Moreover, both
algorithms deliver very accurate estimates of the number of targets—given they are separable
by clustering—as can be seen from the right picture. The DDF-PPHDF, however, continu-
ously exhibits a worse performance than theD-PPHDF, both in terms of theOSPAmetric as
well as the estimated number of targets. This is where the additional communication in the
proposed D-PPHDF shows its strength in reducing uncertainty due to measurement noise
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and clutter. Apart from achieving worse tracking results, the DDF-PPHDF also has more
difficulty in separating targets 1 and 2when they cross paths, resulting in an earlier rise and a
later fall of the OSPAmetric, compared to the proposed approach.
In the case of 2r = 0:3—as visible in the lower row—the overall performance of the differ-
ent tracking algorithms is very similar to the case of 2r = 0:1. Figure 11.2 provides zoomed-in
versions of the OSPA results from Figure 11.1, which simplify the comparison of the different
algorithms by neglecting the impact of the penalty due to an erroneous estimate of the num-
ber of targets. One can observe that the value of theDPCRLB is always smaller or equal to the
respective measurement variance. As stated before, the centralized MS-PPHDF and the dis-
tributed D-PPHDF exhibit very similar performance and deliver better tracking results than
the DDF-PPHDF. While the MS-PPHDF achieves lower OSPA values than the D-PPHDF
when the number of targets stays constant—i.e., for 3  t  8 and 24  t  30—, the D-
PPHDFperforms better directly after a new target appears—i.e., for 1  t  2, 10  t  13,
and 15  t  18. This is likely due to the fact that the two-step communication scheme em-
ployed in the D-PPHDF is able to reduce the impact of measurement noise and clutter faster
than the centralized MS-PPHDF can.
In the righthand picture it can be observed that the higher measurement noise of variance
2r = 0:3 affects the performance of all algorithms, resulting in higher OSPA curves. While
theOSPAcurves of theMS-PPHDFand theDDF-PPHDFareproportionally shiftedupward
by approximately the same value—i.e., they are equally impacted by the higher noise level—,
the D-PPHDF seems to be slightly more affected by the change. However it still outperforms
the DDF-PPHDF at all time instants.
To summarize, the proposed D-PPHDF yields better performance than the existing DDF-
PPHDF in estimating the number of targets and tracking them, irrespective of the amount
of measurement noise. In addition, it is also a bit faster in delivering correct state estimates
of new targets than the centralized MS-PPHDF and performs only slightly worse once the
number of targets stays constant.
1 1 . 3 . 2 S imulation II : Gaussian Noise and Higher Clutter
The simulation results are shown in Figure 11.3. The upper row considers zero-meanGaussian
measurement noise with a per-component variance of 2r = 0:1 while the lower row shows
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Figure 11.3: Results for Simulation II withGaussian noise and clutter rateFA = 0:3. The left part of the figure
shows the squared and scaled OSPA metric for each algorithm compared to the DPCRLB while the right part
compares the estimated to the true number of targets.
the results for 2r = 0:3.
Although the higher clutter rate causes an increase in the OSPA value of all algorithms, the
MS-PPHDF is still able to correctly estimate the number of targets—except for the crossing
period 20  t  24—in both cases. When rounding the estimate to the next lower integer,
the D-PPHDF also yields acceptable results for 2r = 0:1. For 2r = 0:3 the number of
targets is overestimated by one for 1  t  15, causing a stronger degradation of the scaled
and squared OSPA value in this interval.
Apparently, the DDF-PPHDF is not able to cope with a clutter rate of 0:3 as the number
of targets is largely overestimated. Hence, no accurate target tracking is possible.
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Figure 11.4: Results for Simulation IIIwith "-contaminated noise,measurement variance2r = 0:1, and clutter
rate FA = 0:1. The upper row considers " = 0:1, the lower row shows the results for " = 0:3.
1 1 . 3 . 3 S imulation III : Robustness Evaluation
In the third simulation, the performance of the MS-PPHDF, the D-PPHDF, and the DDF-
PPHDF are compared in the face of "-contaminated noise with different amounts of contam-
ination. In addition, the robustified versions of theD-PPHDF—theMedian-D-PPHDF and
the M-D-PPHDF—are considered. The simulation results for clutter rates FA = 0:1 are
given in Figure 11.4 and Figure 11.5, with 2r = 0:1 and 2r = 0:3, respectively. The results for
FA = 0:3 are depicted in Figure 11.6 and Figure 11.7. The top row of each figure considers a
noise contamination of 10 %, the lower row shows the results for 30 %.
Consider the case of FA = 0:1 first. It can be observed that the centralized MS-PPHDF
is still the best performing algorithm, being largely unaffected by higher noise variance and
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Figure 11.5: Results for Simulation III with "-contaminated noise, measurement variance2r = 0:3, and clutter
rate FA = 0:1. The upper row considers " = 0:1, the lower row shows the results for " = 0:3.
outliers. The D-PPHDF and its robust variants are a close second, being primarily affected
by the higher clutter rate and the higher noise variance. They only exhibit a slight additional
performance degradation when the noise contamination increases to 30%. The performance
of the Median-D-PPHDF and the M-D-PPHDF is equally good, with a marginal improve-
ment over the standardD-PPHDF at the crossing of targets two and three in the time interval
20  t  24. Hence, it can be said that the MS-PPHDF and the D-PPHDF are robust by
design and can handle a fraction of at least 10 % in the given scenario. As the performance
is already satisfactory, using robust estimators in the D-PPHDF only provides a marginal im-
provement.
The DDF-PPHDF, in contrast, is more severely affected by outliers. Both the OSPA value
and the estimated number of targets increase with the introduction of noise contamination.
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Figure 11.6: Results for Simulation IIIwith "-contaminated noise,measurement variance2r = 0:1, and clutter
rate FA = 0:3. The upper row considers " = 0:1, the lower row shows the results for " = 0:3.
When the number of targets remains constant and no target crossing takes place—i.e., for
t < 9 and t > 24—, the number of targets is only slightly overestimated. However, when
targets two and three enter the scene—i.e., for 10  t < 20—, the estimate is inaccurate,
which imposes a penalty on the scaled and squared OSPAmetric. Hence, the DDF-PPHDF
is not a robust algorithm for the considered tracking scenario.
In the case of FA = 0:3, the DDF-PPHDF, again, breaks down completely. The MS-
PPHDF, however, is still able to give accurate results with only slight deviations from the
true number of targets and a small OSPA value. Unfortunately, the combination of noise
contamination and more clutter is too much for the D-PPHDF and its variants to handle.
They overestimate the number of targets by one to two, causing the OSPA value to rise as
well.
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Figure 11.7: Results for Simulation IIIwith "-contaminated noise,measurement variance2r = 0:3, and clutter
rate FA = 0:3. The upper row considers " = 0:1, the lower row shows the results for " = 0:3.
To summarize, the proposedMS-PPHDFandD-PPHDFare—to a certain extent—robust
against outliers of the "-contamination kind. This property is due to the employed two-way
communication scheme, which vets measurements as well as intermediate target location esti-
mates against the entire network or the neighborhood of each node. Therefore, adding addi-
tional robustness via robust estimators, which also leverage the power of neighborhood com-
munication, does not deliver a noticeable performance improvement. The DDF-PPHDF is
not robust and breaks down in the face of outliers.
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1 1 . 4 Summary
In the second part of this thesis, a distributed and a centralized Particle PHD Filter for multi-
target tracking in sensor networks were developed. Furthermore, a method for robustifying
the distributed D-PPHDF by means of robust estimators was presented and two robust vari-
ants of the algorithm were introduced. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithms, a distributed version of the PCRLB was derived as a benchmark. Simulations
revealed that the distributed D-PPHDF is faster in correctly tracking new targets than the
centralized MS-PPHDF and performs only slightly worse when the number of targets stays
constant. In addition, it delivers accurate tracking results as long as the targets are far enough
apart so that their corresponding measurement clouds are separable. The proposed distrib-
uted tracker outperforms the existingDDF-PPHDF at the cost of additional communication
between sensor nodes. Moreover, both the MS-PPHDF and the D-PPHDF are inherently
robust against outliers; adding additional robustification is, hence, not necessary. In addition,
the centralized MS-PPHDF is even able to handle higher clutter rates. The existing DDF-
PPHDF, in contrast, is neither robust nor able to cope with more than 10 % clutter.
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Conclusions& Outlook
The second part of this dissertation investigated the problem of multi-target track-
ing in a distributed sensor network. A distributed Particle PHD Filter for tracking multiple
targets was developed and an extension for centralized network architectures was given. The
proposed algorithms were shown to be robust against outliers by design, rendering the pre-
sented robustification steps optional. Furthermore, they continuously outperformed the only
existing alternative, which—in addition—is non-robust and sensitive to clutter. Moreover, a
novel distributed performance bound was derived for assessing the quality of the obtained
location estimates.
The following problems constitute possible extensions of the presented work.
1 2 . 1 More Sophist icated Tracking Scenar ios
When a new algorithm is developed, it is common to verify its functionality first in a simpli-
fied test case. The reasoning behind this is the elimination of any outside factors that could
impact the algorithm’s performance and lead to wrong conclusions. Therefore, the simula-
tions in Chapter 11 were performed with a high probability of detection, relatively low clutter
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rates, and a linear observation model as is common in the tracking literature (see, e.g. [Vo
et al., 2005; Vo & Ma, 2006; Clark, 2006]). Future work should study more sophisticated
scenarios to define possible breakdown points of the proposed algorithms. Furthermore, the
consideration of mobile networks would enable reactions such as target pursuit or escape.
1 2 . 2 A Multi - Sensor Probab il ity Hypothes i s Den -
s ity
The underlying principle of the proposed distributed tracking algorithms is the extension of
the single-sensor PHD Filter to a network with multiple sensors. This is in line with existing
approaches found in the literature—e.g., in [Uney et al., 2010; Uney et al., 2013; Battistelli
et al., 2013]—although there are key differences in the considered network architecture and
communication scheme. A more rigorous approach for multi-target tracking with multiple
sensors is to consider amulti-sensor PHDFilter [Mahler, 2009;Mahler, 2010], which seeks to
estimate and track a singlemulti-sensor PHD instead ofmultiple single-sensor PHDs. Itwould
be interesting to see if the proposed algorithms can be adapted to this concept and examine
the implications on track quality as well as communication load.
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Appendix to Part I
A. 1 Mean and Variance of the Log -l ikel ihood Ra-
t io
The mean and the variance of the log-likelihood ratio are derived under the null hypothesis.
The derivation under the alternative is analogous. To this end, the following identities are
used:
E[y2] = 2y + 2y; E[y3] = 3y + 3y2y; E[y4] = 4y + 62y2y + 34y:
Note that the superscript k is dropped since the measurements at each agent are assumed to
be independent and identically distributed. For the sake of simplicity, the time dependence is
omitted as well.
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The mean and the variance of the log-likelihood ratio under the alternative hypothesis are
given by
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A.2 Dec i s ion Thresholds for the CISPRT
According to [Sahu& Kar, 2016], the probability of false alarm can be written as
PFA = P0(Sk(T )  );
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Using the propertyQ(x)  1
2
e 
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2 and following the derivation in [Sahu& Kar, 2016], one
obtains
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Approximating the sums above with infinite geometric series as in [Sahu& Kar, 2016] and
using the relation
1X
t=0
art =
a
1  r ; for jrj < 1;
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leads to an upper bound on the probability of false alarm according to
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Requiring PFA   and solving for  yields the upper threshold  as
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Repeating the same procedure for the probability of misdetection and requiring PMD  
yields the lower threshold
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Appendix to Part II
B . 1 Pseudo -Code of the Diffus ion Part icle PHD
Filter
1: input: d;Ec;K; n;N;Np; pB; pS; FA; cFA
2: initialize:
n
spk;coll(0); w
p
k;coll(0)
oNk;coll(0)
p=1
=
n
spk;new(0); w
p
k;new(0)
oNk;new(0)
p=1
= ;.
3: while t  n do
4: for k = 1; : : : ; N do
5: Merge sets of collective persistent and newborn particles with weights:
n
spk;tot(t); w
p
k;tot(t)
oNk;tot(t)
p=1
=
n
spk;coll(t  1); wpk;coll(t  1)
oNk;coll(t 1)
p=1
[
n
spk;new(t  1); wpk;new(t  1)
oNk;new(t 1)
p=1
:
6: for p = 1; : : : ; Nk;tot(t) do
7: Predict new particle state and update weight:
spk;pers(t) = Fs
p
k;tot(t);
wpk;pers(t j t  1) = pSwpk;tot(t):
8: Update weights using neighborhood measurements:
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wpk;pers(t) =
Y
l2Nk
"
1  pD +
X
zj2lt
wpk;j;update(t)
#
wpk;pers(t j t  1);
wpk;j;update(t) =
pDft(zj j xp(t))
FAcFA(zj) + L(zj) ;
L(zj) =
Nk;pers(t)X
q=1
pDft(zj j xq(t))wqk;pers(t j t  1):
9: end for
10: Form set of candidate measurements for ATB:
kt;cand = 
k
t n
n
zmp
 mp = argmax
j
wpk;j;update(t);
p = 1; : : : ; Nk;pers(t); j = 1; : : : ;
lt 8 l 2 Nko:
11: Calculate estimated number of targets:
N^k;tgt(t) =
6664Nk;tot(t)X
p=1
wpk;pers(t)
3777 :
12: Resample N^k;pers(t) = N^k;tgt(t)Np particles and reset weights:
wpk;pers(t) =
N^k;tgt(t)
Nk;pers(t)
; p = 1; : : : ; Nk;pers(t):
13: Merge sets of persistent neighborhood particles and weights:
n
spk;coll(t); w
p
k;coll(t)
oNk;coll(t)
p=1
=
[
l2Nk
n
spl;pers(t); w
p
l;pers(t)
oNl;pers(t)
p=1
:
14: Use single-linkage clustering to identify N^tgt(t) clusters.
15: Find set of estimated target states
n
s^lk(t)
oN^tgt(t)
l=1
by calculating centroids.
16: Add independent jitter to each particle with standard deviation:
jc(t) = KEcNk;coll(t)
 1=d:
17: Place Np particles randomly around each candidate measurement zj 2 kt;cand.
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18: Set weights according to:
wpk;new(t) =
pB
Nk;new(t)
; p = 1; : : : ; Nk;new(t):
19: end for
20: t t+ 1
21: end while
22: return
B . 2 Pseudo -Code of the Multi - Sensor Part icle PHD
Filter
1: input: d;Ec;K; n;N;Np; pB; pS; FA; cFA
2: initialize: fspcoll(0); wpcoll(0)gNcoll(0)p=1 = fspnew(0); wpnew(0)gNnew(0)p=1 = ;.
3: while t  n do
4: Merge sets of persistent and newborn particles with weights:
fsptot(t); wptot(t)gNtot(t)p=1 =

sppers(t  1); wppers(t  1)
	Npers(t 1)
p=1
[fspnew(t  1); wpnew(t  1)gNnew(t 1)p=1 :
5: for p = 1; : : : ; Ntot(t) do
6: Predict new particle state and update weight:
sppers(t) = Fs
p
tot(t);
wppers(t j t  1) = pSwptot(t):
7: Cluster measurements using single-linkage clustering.
8: Assign each measurement a label reflecting the cluster cardinality.
9: Update weights using measurements of the entire network:
wppers(t) =
"
1  pD +
X
zj2t
wpj;update(t)
#
wppers(t j t  1);
wpj;update(t) =
pDft(zj j xp(t))
(FAcFA(zj) + L(zj))C(zj) ;
L(zj) =
Npers(t)X
q=1
pDft(zj j xq(t))wqpers(t j t  1):
10: end for
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11: Form the set of candidate measurements for ATB:
t;cand = tn
n
zmp
 mp = argmax
j
wpj;update(t); p = 1; :::; Npers(t); j = 1; :::; jtj
o
:
12: Calculate the estimated number of targets:
N^tgt(t) =
6664Ntot(t)X
p=1
wppers(t)
3777 :
13: Resample N^pers(t) = N^tgt(t)Np particles and reset weights:
wppers(t) =
N^tgt(t)
Npers(t)
; p = 1; : : : ; Npers(t):
14: Apply k-means clustering.
15: Calculate cluster centroids, form set of estimated target states
n
s^l(t)
oN^tgt(t)
l=1
16: Add independent jitter to each particle with standard deviation:
jc(t) = KEcNpers(t)
 1=d:
17: Place Np particles randomly around each candidate measurement zj 2 t;cand.
18: Set weights as:
wpnew(t) =
pB
Nnew(t)
; p = 1; : : : ; Nnew(t):
19: t t+ 1
20: end while
21: return
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List of Abbreviations& Acronyms
ARL average runlength
ATB adaptive target birth
BPA basic probability assignment
BPA-CDF basic probability assignment based on the cumulative
distribution function of the measurement
BPA-LLR basic probability assignment based on the cumulative
distribution function of the log-likelihood ratio
BPA-PDF basic probability assignment based on the probability density
function of the measurement
CDF cumulative distribution function
CISPRT Consensus+Innovations Sequential Probability Ratio Test
CIMSPRT Consensus+InnovationsMatrix Sequential Probability Ratio Test
DDF-PPHDF Distributed Data Fusion Particle PHD Filter
D-PPHDF Diffusion Particle PHD Filter
DPCRLB Distributed Posterior Cramér-Rao Lower Bound
DST Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence
LFDs least favorable densities
LFD-CISPRT Least-Favorable-Density Consensus+Innovations Sequential
Probability Ratio Test
LFD-CIMSPRT Least-Favorable-Density Consensus+Innovations Matrix
Sequential Probability Ratio Test
LLR log-likelihood ratio
M-CISPRT M-estimator Consensus+Innovations Sequential Probability
Ratio Test
M-CIMSPRT M-estimator Consensus+Innovations Matrix Sequential
Probability Ratio Test
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M-D-PPHDF M-estimator Diffusion Particle PHD Filter
Median-CISPRT Median Consensus+Innovations Sequential Probability Ratio
Test
Median-CIMSPRT Median Consensus+Innovations Matrix Sequential Probability
Ratio Test
Median-D-PPHDF Median Diffusion Particle PHD Filter
MS-PPHDF Multi-Sensor Particle Probability Hypothesis Density Filter
MSPRT Matrix Sequential Probability Ratio Test
Myriad-CISPRT Myriad Consensus+Innovations Sequential Probability Ratio
Test
Myriad-CIMSPRT Myriad Consensus+Innovations Matrix Sequential Probability
Ratio Test
OSPA Optimal Subpattern Assignment
PCRLB Posterior Cramér-Rao Lower Bound
PDF probability density function
PHD Probability Hypothesis Density
SPRT Sequential Probability Ratio Test
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List of Notations& Symbols
The following list contains themost importantnotations and symbols in thedissertation. The
remaining symbols are introduced upon usage.
Notations
, ^ robust / estimated quantity
()> transposition
j  j absolute value / cardinality of a set
k  k2, k  kmax Euclidean distance / maximum norm of a matrix
be nearest-integer function
E [],Em [] expected value (underHm)
Arab ic Symbols
0N;M zero matrix (vector) of sizeN M
1 one-vector
2
 power set
bt(s) PHD of birth setBt
Bt;dist Distributed PCRLB at time t
Bel(A) belief for eventA
cFA(z) PDF of false alarms / clutter
cHub constant for tuning Huber’s M-estimator
D(pn j pm) Kullback-Leibler divergence between pn and pm
Dtjt(s(t) j0:t) PHD of state s(t) given measurements0:t
ek kth column of identity matrix I
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Ec empirical interval length for jitter
F ,G matrix describing the linear target motion model / state noise model
H , h contamination distribution and its probability density
Hk measurement matrix of node k
I identity matrix
K tuning constant for roughening
m(A) probability mass assigned to eventA
mk(t;Hm) probability mass assigned to eventA at node k underHm at time t
ntgt state noise vector
N number of nodes
Ncoll,Nnew,Npers number of collective / new / persistent particles
Np number of particles per target
Ntot total number of particles
Nk;coll,Nk;new,Nk;pers number of collective / new / persistent particles at node k
Nk;tot total number of particles at node k
NMC number of Monte Carlo runs
N^ tgt, N^ tgtk estimated number of targets (at node k)
p, p, pm (nominal) probability density function (underHm)
pB, pD, pS probability of target birth / detection / survival
P , P , Pm (nominal) probability distribution (underHm)
PFA, PMD probability of false alarm / misdetection
Pl(A) plausability for eventA
q, qm least favorable density (underHm)
Q covariance matrix of Gaussian state noise
rcom, rsen communication / sensing radius
Rk measurement noise covariance matrix of node k
stgt target state vector
sp state vector of particle p
spcoll , spnew, sppers state vector of collective / new / persistent particle p
sptot state vector of total particle p
spk state vector of particle p of node k
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spk;coll, s
p
k;new, s
p
k;pers state vector of collective / new / persistent particle p at node k
spk;tot state vector of total particle p at node k
S(t), Sk(t), Sk(t) (robust) test statistic (of node k) at time t
Smn(t), Skmn(t) pairwise test statistic (of node k) at time t betweenHm/Hn
T stopping time
wp weight of particle p
wpcoll,wpnew,wppers weight of collective / new / persistent particle p
wptot weight of total particle p
wpk weight of particle p at node k
wpk;coll,w
p
k;new,w
p
k;pers weight of collective / new / persistent particle p at node k
wpk;tot weight of total particle p at node k
W weighting matrix
x^mean, x^median, x^myriad sample mean / median / myriad of x
x^M M-estimate of x
xk, xtgt location vector of node k / target location vector
yk(t), Yk(t) measurement of node k at time t and corresponding random variable
zk target measurement vector of node k
Call igraphic Symbols
Bt birth set of new targets entering the scene at time t
Ct random finite set of clutter or false alarms at time t
G(V ; E) graph of nodes V and edges E
Hm hypothesism
N (; 2) normal distribution with mean  and variance 2
Nk,N ok closed / open neighborhood of node k
Pm set of probability distributions underHm
Q(x) right tail-probability of the standard normal distribution
St survival set of targets surviving the transition from t  1 to t
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Greek Symbols
, mn bound on probability of false alarm (for pairwise test betweenHm/Hn)
, mn bound on probability of misdetection (for pairwise test betweenHm/Hn)
 decision (and stopping) rule
" contamination factor
k, clippedk (clipped) LLR of node k
kmn, 
k;clipped
mn (clipped) LLR of node k betweenHm/Hn
 vector of LLRs
 constant for weighting the noise power
, , mn (robust) lower decision threshold (for pairwise test betweenHm/Hn)
FA average number of false alarms / clutter
, m, ;m mean / mean (of the LLR) underHm

 frame of discernment

tgt
k measurement noise of node k
 (x) score function of the M-estimator
k reliability of node k
, ^mad (median) standard deviation
jc componentwise standard deviation of the jitter for roughening
2, 2m, 2;m variance / variance (of the LLR) underHm
2q , 2r componentwise power of the measurement noise / state noise
&k, &k;l similarity of the belief of node k to that of its neighbors / of node l
& similarity vector
, random finite set of multitarget measurements and its realization
0:t set of all multitarget measurements from time 0 to t
kt;cand set of candidate measurements for ATB at node k and time t
t set of all target measurements at time t
t() random finite set of measurements at time t
, , mn (robust) upper decision threshold (for pairwise test betweenHm/Hn)
 constant for tuning the upper bound of the variance of Sk(t)
,  random finite set of multi-target states and its realization
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